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CHAPTER 1
PROBLEM

Introduction
The top

only

called to

priority

serve

of the church

God, but they

Problematically, however, clergy
accompanies

the

Church

Church leaders

also authorized to lead the

congregation.

are

may have

leadership position

leadership

organization is leadership.

unconditional and

an

in church

differs from secular

leadership

organizations.

and

is authorization to

Discipleship
spirituality
people

is

Jesus Christ.

imitating

and

leadership.

In church

Jesus' followers and

explore how their leadership
introducing the gospel
Historically,

to

non

Church

discipline

is effective in

transforming

conflict and moral crisis. For

during

reformer and

spiritual preacher,

was

successful in

I think that his

gospel.

organizations do
on

apostleship

community.

must be balanced in

responsibility

to make

their church communities and

believers.

who have led

the

power that

their communities in their beliefs. Leaders need to

drastically

church movement has advanced social

England.

is based

the church

leaders take the

innovation. Christian leaders have been dedicated

transformation by

leadership

the church around the world has been

developed because the

reformation in

in that church

Therefore, Christian leaders

ministry,

discipline

not

organizations.

not compare with other social

discipleship. Apostleship

privileged

are

success

in

change

spiritual pioneers
example,

John

leading both

increased and

and led

and social leaders

Wesley,

social

leadership simply

spiritual

a

Christian

change

aimed at

and church

Youn 2

In contrast, Korean churches have been

The church
was

regarded

was

innovative

as an

connected to social movement.

leadership

made

change

Many believers

from poverty and

was

experiencing

recently stopped.
and

apostleship

churches

a

renaissance

illiteracy

discipleship

are

not credible. In

ranked

as

allow

the church

possible.

time, the church

Their belief

was

revived and

development. Christianity

longer provide

a

problem.

of Christians, many

article of the Sisa

reliability

kind of transformation in

respondents

criticized that their

Journal, the result of Millward

of pastors out of thirty-three

Brown

occupations

was

might be

related to

why the

Korean church has decreased. Until

pastors have dominated the leadership because the church organization does

laypeople
In this

The

movement in

twenty- fifth.

Their response
now, the

no

have caused this serious

an

Media Research showed the

in the nation

same

crisis.

leadership

the past few decades. However, this revival has

over

recent survey

a

At the

a

dedicated social leaders. Their

were

since Korea's economic

Church leaders who

According to
pastors

emerged

faced with

organization. Spiritual

greatly inspired their leadership possibility.
developed. Mega

recently

success

to

participate

post modem

in the

leadership

church reduction. The church

are

delayed

leadership

of Confucianism. The church is

no

leadership

in

on a

exception.

and

needs of their followers.

transforming their leadership resulting

does not

Korean culture is based

from the authoritative

needs to meet the demands of the time.

dependent upon recognizing the

However, the Korean churches

hierarchy system.

ministry.

era, church

of leadership is

not

depend

traditional

Church

on a

cultural limitation and

perspective primarily

leadership

hierarchy organization

in

has

made up

difficulty escaping

that is influenced

by

Youn 3

Confucianism. This

deals with the

study

problem

of the cultural

background

of the

Korean church.
The Problem Caused

Authoritative
classical

people

leadership

leadership

by

regarded

was

Cultural

effective

as an

theories of Korea. A hierarchical system

in the initial stages of the Korean church. In past

in the Korean church

was

successful in

traditional culture. However, in the
industrialization and the economic
the social

phenomenon

launching

1970s,

a

as

was

model among

also efficient in

leading

church system in the Korean

a

church renaissance grew from the

of the time and became

Churches functioned

leadership

decades, authoritative leadership

development of Korea.

imitated secular business. Local churches

application.

Background

Churches took

religious businesses.

provided religious

advantage

of

The church system

consolidation and cultural

social welfare centers in which pastors and church

leaders led Bible classes and wellness programs for the workers. New laborers in local
cities embraced

membership

The successful

Christianity.

and

enlarged their church

The Korean church is

members

are

familiar with

congregations.
influenced

by

Their

a

largely

leadership

in the church increased church

size.

influenced

by

positional leadership.

Confucian hierarchism. Church

Pastors

spiritual authority degenerated

as

can

take control of their

authoritative

leadership,

Confucian culture. Korean pastors became top leaders in their

organizations.
The
The

military culture

military government

church

in the Korean church set up the hierarchical

in the modem

history

leadership. Top-down organization

is

of Korea has

greatly

organization.

influenced Korean

managed by the pastors. Laypeople

must

Youn 4

obey

their pastors. The vertical system

quantitative development of the

leadership, hierarchy

was

efficient for numerical

Korean church.

Military

added to the

no

oriented systems, and bureaucratic type

limits in church

leadership

leadership. Arbitrary

and

culture embraces authoritative

church. Therefore, senior pastors have the power to manage

authority has

growth

organizations

laypeople,

clerical and

in the Korean

and clerical

ministry fallacy

have

crisis in the Korean church.

Overall, Korean church leadership combined with Confucianism and military
culture

was

successfiil in

making

the

organization bigger. However, leadership

transformation should be considered.
The church has been well
Korean church

organization

has

equipped

as

the best

successfully made

religious

followers of Jesus'

external size and scale of the Korean church is evaluated
and
is

programs of the Korean church

spiritual wellness

now

ranked

as

and

are

not

continuing with

away from their churches. Seekers

religions.

Christian leaders have not made

leadership

teams

leadership patterns.
not even realized

are

as

gospel.

The

successfiil. Social welfare

outstanding. Moreover,

Korea

the second nation in the world in mission business.

However, these systems

turning

institution in Korea. The

prefer to
an

they

are

attempted to

leadership

Current leaders of Korean churches have

an

model

was

are now

pass

on

leadership.

Pastors

their traditional

leadership. Leadership

teams do

issues.

illusion about mega churches. Since

the 1970's, most Korean churches have dreamed about

building. Their role

who

believe in Buddhism and other

fossilized in authoritative

should share their

generations

effort to transform their

in Korean churches have

Pastors

younger

owning

their

own

mega church

the American mega church. Due to the economic

Youn 5

mega churches in North America

depression,
same

time,

a

of no church

are

drastically

number of churches in the United States

development. Only

According

few

a

large

are

decreased

shrinking

or

and

deflated. At the

merging

because

churches have survived and maintained.

to the 201 1 Yearbook of American and Canadian

Churches, for the

past three years, the second largest Southern Baptist church in the United States has
shown

a

decrease of 0.42 percent. The report indicates continued decline of the church in

the United Church of Christ denomination

(2.83 percent), the Presbyterian Church (USA)

(PCUSA; 2.61percent), Anglicans (2.48 percent). Evangelical Lutheran Church (1.96

percent),
Church

Lutheran Church

maintain its

paradigm.

to minister

Chicago

is

matter

leadership
couple

and

and the United Methodist

provide

leadership

of fact,

to

church

be

to maintain

separated as

a

can

continue to

develop

continuously transformed by
a

big organization.

or

a

Their

local campus. Each campus is

for individual needs. Willow Creek

designed

Community Church in

in the Korean church may not be able to create

compared with

crisis. Christian

one

of the

the North American

congregations

Especially

have found the solution of the
is

seem

seems

a

good model.

of decades ago.

credibility

leadership

Their churches do not

locally
a

Their

is decentralized and

Current

a

percent),

these churches demonstrate how

organization.

organization

As

1.08

(UMC; 1.01 percent, Lindner).

Fortunately,

new

(Missouri Synod;

young

leadership

reasons

church,

in Korea have

laypeople
crisis.

for decline.

are

a

mega church.

Koreans have

drastically

a

decreased from

a

absent. Pastors and church leaders

They have

discovered that the leader's

Youn 6

Kim

church

Seungho

decrease in church

dispute,

polarization,

forecasts recent symptoms of the Korean church. He describes

population, pastoral leadership

and individualism among the churches,

as

well

as

of incessant turmoil,

the absence of a

long-term

strategy and policy.
The abusive

ministry team
church

make

leadership
sharing

community has

of the pastor and the exclusive management of the

church

clerical

no

ministry with laypeople

privilege.

All members

The hierarchical system of the Roman Catholic

Godfathers

who took control of the

Korean church

Young believers

have created
The

no

a

leadership,
social

are

leadership

interested in

in their

raised

has been

deeply

Eliminating

obey

culture have also

of Christ.

name

as

exists in the

a

Clerical

controversy in the

influenced

ministry.

by

authority
for

new

current

Pastoral

ministry. They
and the

leadership

to

their

see

that their

strongly to

this

leadership. Laypeople

leadership,

obey

leadership

leadership style

decision-making authority

is

a

without

as

have

Korean social

the older

higher

generation

is

virtually impossible

tradition. Most

problem. Rather, they
question.

strengthened this top-down system, mixing

used

seniority system

Confucianism in which anyone of a

In Confucian

are

generations.

cultural Confiicianism in the Korean church is

traditional pastors do not
to

in the

privilege

in church

major problem

a

because conservative churches adhere

laypeople

This clerical

participating

daily lives.

to be involved in church

position must be obeyed.

essential.

equal

Church, however, endowed clergy

congregation.

cultural conflict that is

hierarchy has

opportunity

are

the

Biblically,

well.

as

to collaborative

difficult.

still ask

Years of military

with Confucianism in the

Youn 7

church organization.

Military

service is

required

for all

males,

so

hierarchy

is further

reinforced.
I

strongly believe

that

leadership

new

models must redeem the

After the dictatorial government between the 1960s and the 1980s, Korean
the church launched
new

a

leadership theory

generations

are

democratic

leadership system.

Church leaders

is effective to reset the crisis of traditional

familiar with the

new

leadership paradigm.

crisis.

leadership

society and

recognize

that the

leadership. Younger

Secular

leadership

groups in

education, government, and business recognize that hierarchy and arbitrary leadership
now

harmftil to

developing

their

organization.

I have observed that young pastors have launched

oriented
and

organizations

issues with the

The conversation

authoritative

leadership.

leaders who cooperate in

leadership equality.

strengthen congregations

and invite seekers.

In order to

organizing

teams

advantageous.

gives good opportunities
Their shared

leadership

I expect that the young

horizontally rather than vertically. Making

For

experienced their

example,
team

if a leader

organizes

a

a

to

can

lay

cooperate with the congregation, church leaders need

communication in the

structural

leadership

share the
make

lay

leaders

to consider

team is not

always

vertical team structure,

might be resisted by position.

Korean

to

communicate with their

employers impartially.

atmosphere

for open communication

beyond positional

restricted

democratic system and team

in the Korean church. The leaders discuss their

congregation.

responsibility beyond

a

in their churches. Some churches have

systematic development

are

employees

are

usually

A leader needs to create

rank.

an

Youn 8

Team

building

would be very effective in

generation. Current leaders
programs that encourage

cooperation.
or a

training congregations
are

as

lay

programs,

thinking

education

can

result in

to grow

make

an

laypeople

who

church leaders who

This effort should convey

believe that

in

a

new

models such

they

are

church from crisis to

a

that

can no

longer be

organizations

ministry

a

superhero

need to

a

discipline

key

for

can

as

result,

laity by their projects and

the

equip

the

disciplining

only good

are

church

a

at

congregation. However,

following the pastor.

work with the pastor, but who

perspective

on

Jesus'

leadership. Moreover,

self leadership, super
to encourage

makes

laypeople

The task is

can

leadership

some

leadership

work

in the Bible.

theologians provide

and

leadership changes

aware

participation

complete super leadership
everyone

is the super leader model.
relevant leader is

they

for

servant-leadership.

I

that would take the

maturity.

This concept encourages the

As

leadership partners

group.

appropriate

Self-leadership

be initiated to

that

leadership

words, leadership education is

effort to

Leaders should be initiated into

leadership

be

recognize

these will be effective in

effectively individually or

new

aware

leaders. In other

Many Korean pastors

longer

to

new

lead.

equipping laity to

no

becoming

CEO. Rather, church leaders

people into maturity

transitions for the next

in the Korean church should introduce

Korean pastors

religious

leadership

that

minister

serving

as a

can

congregation.

leader of the church. This model

C. Manz and

lead themselves"

through the Trinity.

their churches and

between the pastor and the

According to Charles
to

can

of laypeople in

recognizes themselves

"leading others

they

Henry P. Sims, Jr., today's

{New Super leadership 12). Super-

Youn 9

leadership

is necessary to

issue of church

the

overcome

in Korean

leadership

leadership

Christianity

crisis of today 's church. The critical

is that the pastor has too much

responsibility

and

lay leadership

in their churches.

congregation.

If a pastor does not communicate with the

longer

a

community

The super

in

authority

Leadership

is

a

kind of communication to the

laypeople,

the

organization

is

no

of God.

leadership theory

factors of traditional

Traditional pastors do not empower

ministry leadership.

leadership

backbone of a contextualized

and

application

because the

new

on

the

positive

Korean cultural could be the

unique

model that goes

should be based

beyond Western

forms of leadership.

Purpose
The purpose of this

study was

of a selected leader's group,

to

measure

the

change

utilizing shared leadership

model within the Cheo-Eum Korean

Presbyterian

in attitudes and

based

on

the

knowledge

super-leadership

(CKPC) of Bucheon City,

Church

Korea.
Research

The

following research questions

development through
Super leadership
Research

a

are

leadership training

Questions

designed to guide the leadership

program

model at Cheo-Eum Korean

using

shared

Presbyterian

leadership

based

on

the

Church.

Question #1

What attitude and

knowledge

exist at Cheo-Eum Korean

related to Christian

Presbyterian

Church?

leadership patterns presently
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Research Question #2
What

participation
based

on

changes
in

super

Presbyterian
Research

focused

have taken

program of leadership

learning

leadership principles

Question

attitudes and

knowledge

for

a

place

training

as a

result of

for shared

leadership

selected group of leaders at Cheo-Eum Korean

Church?

What

super

a

in attitude and

were

#3

the elements of the

knowledge

leadership

training that were

related to the concept and

most effective in

practice

of shared

changing
based

leadership

on

model?
Definition of Terms

In order to launch the

defines the current

leadership

models

leadership paradigm,
are

Authoritarian
boss.' The

more

understandings

project, leadership

for the

applicable
leadership

such

are

authoritarian

necessary. This

leadership,

study

and what

new

project.

is defined

drastic the hierarchical

as

definitions

as

that "focuses

leadership

perspective,

the

more

on

readily the

'being

the

bosses'

of leadership progresses to that of benevolent, authoritarian dictator"

(Callahan 45).
Shared leadership is
centralized
and

m

the hands of a

broadly distributed

single

among

a

set of individuals instead of

individual who acts in the role of a

superior (Pearce

Conger 1).

Super leadership
leader

designs

leaders. The

and

refers to

implements

approach

a

leader who leads others to lead themselves. The super

the system that teaches and allows

employees

to be self-

consists of an extensive set of behaviors, all intended to

provide
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so-called followers with the behavioral and

leadership (Manz

and Sims, New

Super leadership 5).
Ministry

The

leadership training

for the next

the

designed to

was

on

the super

leadership by collaborating with
new

the selected

participants

were

prepared to

congregation. They were appointed
the Core

Leadership

This

leadership.

I created

a

who

were

trained to

adopt the

model is the most effective standard for

identified the selected

openness to

selecting

a

innovations to
their current

participants

leadership

In June

the

2012, 1 began

I documented and

serve

in

analyzed the

effectiveness

in

1

Beginning

May 2012,

changing leadership process,

leadership

If the

training

would be

to move

out the innovations and

the innovation introduction.

leaders of the church and will

of the selected

a

program

required part

people through

assessing the

the

state of the

was

evaluated their

participants by

characteristic to introduce to the church, and

plan

for the entire

participants.

in the

super

implement that trait.

leadership,

leadership model

outside of the local board of the church, assessed

were

change, appraised the

super

Then,

new

span of four weeks.

over a

participants

initiate the

prospective

with the selected

study took place

where the selected

as

Team of CKPC.

training process

carrying

to their

in which I introduced shared

participants

leadership

leadership development

leaders.

The

of the

educate CKPC's

leadership model,

model. I concluded that the super

new

Intervention

generation and guide how they make changes

program based

training

skills necessary to exercise self-

cognitive

designed

effective in

of equipping the

change

changing
laity

in CKPC.

of leadership process,

Super leadership model

after
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Context

The

following

context

of CKPC and the current

helped

to

understand the

leadership paradigm

background

and current situations

that needs to be transformed.

The immediate context of this

study is important to

Young

Yovin

the second senior pastor of CKPC in 1991, his

church

was

was

assigned

destabilized

by

to

serve as

conflict with the

church board members. The church
than
that

a

hundred

pursued

during

church

developing discipleship

plans

His

was

were

150

people,

was

discharged by the

but decreased to less

ministry need was

plans: transforming

in the church

a

to cast

a

vision

involved in the process.

mission-oriented

project,

and

organization.

visibly successful

organizing mission-based groups.

discipleship

membership

congregation willingly became

two church

Therefore, he designed

Youn's

founding pastor who

the conflict. Rev. Youn's first

growth.

understand. When Rev. Dae

His

in

transforming the congregation

congregation effectively participated

and

in the

program in which adherents committed to be mission leaders after the

trainmg. Moreover,

the

participants

were

qualified

to be involved in the church

leadership.
Due to the urbanization of Bucheon

increased and the church

Therefore,
campus
young

new

church

designed to

generations.

congregation.

building

was

the church

City,

enlarged.

Youn's first

development was launched.

focus

on

effectively got

newcomers were

Approximately two hundred

plan

was

accomplished.

Li 2008, the church bulk

a new

cultural and mission-based systems and programs for the

The attempt

Seekers and

membership drastically

church visitors

younger members to

interested in
were

attending

participate

in the

at the new campus.

turned into church members.
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In

churches
Mission

2009, the New Church Development Plan launched other campuses. New

began

at

PajuCity, Gu-Li City, and Gyeonggi-Do. Also, the International

Organization (IMO)

in CKPC

cooperated

Suncheonhyang University Hospital (SUH).
SUH

was

with the Medical Mission Team of

The mission association between CKPC and

committed to medical service and aid to local churches. Moreover, IMO in

CKPC established and donated to seminaries in the

Northeastern

development,

membership

CKPC is

has

now

now

reached

equipped

with

However, the church leadership

over

four thousand

professional

of discipleship and mission oriented

leadership

and

Europe.

Church

charge

Philippines, Cambodia,

activity

people.

Due to church

leaders and co-pastors.

much

more

team seems not to have

They take

than in the past.

adopted the change.

Their

adheres to the traditional pattern.

The Core

Leadership

have been dedicated to

Team consists of the senior

managing the

church system for

pastor and senior elders. They

over

fifteen years. The CLT has

been authorized to make administrative decisions for church finances and government

according to

the church constitution. The

positioned

to

lead the local

They

are

Their

ministry is qualified

and

parish

Three pastors

the church mission

are

group takes

CLT. The current

parish ministry.

of church

as a

ministry.

and assist the senior pastor.

ministry.

ftiU-time

pastoral

Five pastors

dedicated to social welfare

organization

care

and church education

managed by the

of twenty pastors. Ten pastors conduct

department.

pastoral

serve

Two

ministry.

group consists

the education

pastors support
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Methodology
This

study

intent of this
leaders and
their

used

project

was

pastor

one

Qualitative Research Design utilizing explanatory analysis. The

at

provide

to

CKPC in Bu-Cheon

leadership paradigm through

Super leadership

knowledge,

program of information and formation to

a

model. The

the

application

hypothesis

of this

and behaviors toward shared

participation

City,

Korea.

They were

of shared

study

was

would

leadership

selected to

leadership,

that the

eight lay

based

change
the

on

participant's attitudes,

change

as a

result of the

in the intervention.

Participants
Selected

lay leaders
regional

and

participants

a

more

They must be

pastors. Then they
were

Young

qualification

attendance must be

years.

also

as a

pre-leadership

co-pastor under the age of 40 who

cell group.

Their

gathered

were

qualified

a

Life

were

and

Group, worship team,

for the program had

Each

assigned

participant

teach the

as

was

career

Core

must

leaders in small groups,

worship,

church

be

Leadership

over

by

three

their

Team.

They

Leadership Training Program.

I limited the number of participants in the program to those who

lay

a

department.

selected from candidates

by the

of eight

group leaders in

and the education

leadership

and recommended

approved to

involved

consisting

requirements. Participants'

than five years and their

Baptist.

were

group

serve as

current

and church education. I also desired their age span

to be between 30 and 40 years old.

Instrumentation
I utiUzed pretest and

posttests, structured questions, interviews, questionnaires,

and semi-structured interviews. Structured

questions

allowed

me

to

analyze

the research
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participants' knowledge
measure

how much

of church

knowledge they possessed

I utilized various methods such
to discover what

in the focused

changes

learning leadership

knowledge

method used to grasp

experience

in the

unexpected

training

questioimaires

course.

the

introduced and

question.

obtain

more

lists

designed

I asked

that

were

as a

questionnaires

result of participation

most effective in

practice

of shared

are a

statistically

qualitative

changes

research

regarding
a

students'

group

could share their reflections.

participants

any

in

leadership

behavior.

discussed with the direct stakeholders. Each

respondent who

probing questions

for each

topic

their

changing

leadership.

conducted in both

was

in which the

for the

place

and variable responses

The interview

were

took

to

leadership.

to

part of the posttest

answers

meetings

questionnaires

I conducted semi-structured interviews in

training

as

to evaluate

Additionally, topic
was

regard

related to the concept and

conference and individual
I utilized

in

knowledge

program.

Semi-structured interviews

reliable

employed

semi-structured interviews and

as

in attitude and

order to discover the elements of the

attitudes and

I

leadership.

topic

able to think about and discuss

was

in order to delve

deeper and

to

details.

Variables
The
the

new

independent variables

of this

project were the

models of leadership. Four seminars

process, the

were

of subject matter allowed for diverse

The

variables of this

dependent

attitudes, knowledge, and behaviors.

training

offered within

variety

presentations.

four

study were

one

pedagogical
the

classes based

on

month. In the
instruments and

participants' change

in
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Data Collection
I conducted the research

and

mixed research

by

data collection. In the

quantitative

structured interviews in which I

was

qualitative

able to

design,

data

which combined

collection, I utilized

interpret the

information

qualitative

semi-

gathered,

most

often

without the benefit of statistical support.
I initiated

knowledge, behavior,
questions

introduction

questions

were

was

to

collect

and attitude in both the pre and post-test

administered to the selective group both

were

The interviews

and structured

questionnaires

conducted in

a

completed before

recording machine,

note

accumulated in the

same

taking,

conference

the

and

conference

by

room

as

prior to

leadership

qualitative

and

data. These

following

in CKPC. Orientation with

regular meeting.

Data

was

monitored

by

memory. Posttest information for this

room.

the results.

Participants

were

the

same

a

short

a

study was

persons in all

sessions, pretest and posttest.
Data

Analysis
As

mentioned,

questionnaire,

I utilized three research methods:

and semi-structured interview for

qualitative data,

a

semi -structured interview

participants' leadership
during

the

behaviors

were

conducting pretest

was

impacted

and posttests. In

conducted to determine that
and

changed by the training

materials

course.

I transcribed all data obtained from the
memory. I collected all data and

interviews

structured-questions,

searching

analyzed

for patterns.

the

recording machine,

transcripts

note

taking,

and

and handwritten semi-structured
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I

for

and
at

grouped identified patterns and

coding

information included the

transcripts

the

and

writing

themes

through

down ideas,

within them, and

to code all

To

ensure

themes

legitimacy,

method. The method
all field notes

(2) asking questions about each interview
similar

Finally,

participants

get
and

topics, (4) coding the topics

were

related and thus could be

(Creswell 155).
1

triangulated the

data

individual

by using

interviews,

interviews, and focus participant observations. Additionally, I performed
the selected

to

data, (5) devising descriptive categories and placing codes

(6) determining which categories

grouped together into

coding

following steps: (1) reading through

underlying meaning, (3) grouping together

going back through

a

my

group

analysis

on

whom I educated in the content and methods of my dissertation.

I had another member of the church staff verify my

analysis.

Generalizability
This

This

study

project

focused

receptivity for
result of this

was

on

eight

young

lay leaders

and

understanding the reality of leadership

on

further

focused

in CKPC and

implementation of shared leadership through

study was evaluated

co-pastor in CKPC.

one

super

in terms of the responses of young

exploring

leadership.
and

lay leaders

the
The

a co-

pastor.

Theological Foundation
Shared

leadership

is

an

alternative

leadership paradigm. Currently,

attempted

interaction with the

leadership

models that

the

leadership

leadership tendency

congregation.

highlight

an

model that

replaces

the authoritative

of the Korean church is

Church leaders

are more

receptive

equivalent relationship encouraging

to

new

connection with
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followers. From this

Scripture

says about

Usually,
in the Bible.
The

are

Christian leaders

mistakenly believe

Scripture

would

and

seem

apostles

done with followers,

in

only

facets

new

sharing

leadership

that authoritative

to illuminate main

Scripture

work to

is

prejudice

confronts the concept that

more

ordmary people
follow him,

did not

about

his

They only learned

spuit

and

The

taught

or men

scriptural leadership.

disciples

They received

a

Before

soon

by God.

I believe

exceptional qualities
based

leadership,

for

His

super leader. In his

today's

church.

leadership

ministry,

on

was

shared

Jesus chose

to collaborate with him. When Jesus asked them to

as

in

carrying

discovered that

kingdom

leadership

were

Jesus' words and messages

vision of the

the person of the

leadership

authorized

of action, neither

imitating his methods

represented

God's will, but their

persons with

only

recognize their discipleship

noted to be well educated

ideals.

was

discipUned by a

were

who could be

they

what

characters, chosen by God.

accomplish

effective than authoritative

The leader is Jesus Christ who
with his followers who

is

leadership

become leaders. The best leader in the Bible indicates that shared

Super leadership,

regarding

the mission.

Christians need to examine their
that shared

explored

leadership.

Christians

kings, priests,

tasks

perspective,

as

out his

they

because

they were

known for their ideas

or

they accompanied him, catching

redemptive

mission.

they had powers of which they were

of God and

not

experienced the presence

not

aware.

of God in

Holy Spirit.

maturing

as

leaders, the disciples

would occupy the two most

important places

were

in the

involved in the controversy of who

coming kingdom (Matt. 20:20-28).
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Ambition for
set

threatened their

leadership

forth the distinctive

quality

fellowship,

of Christian

hi the midst of this

experience,

Jesus

leadership:

But whoever would be great among you must be your servant, and
whoever would be first among you must be your slave; even as the Son of
Man

According to
was

in direct

the

his life

give

as a ransom

(Matt. 20:26-28, RSV)

Bible, the

core

value of Jesus'

to traditional

opposition

highlights positional reputation
their followers

be served but to serve, and to

not to

came

for many.

leadership

leadership

models.

and the power of a

was

which

serving people,

Typically,

secular

leadership

leader, which makes taking control of

possible.

However, the uniqueness of Christian leadership is primarily initiated by humility
from God that

are

the leader

gives

empowered by

God's

Their motivation for

but obedience, not
The church
in the

name

of

sacrificial mind and

Spirit, they

leadership

being

a

are

is not based

are

commit to be involved in the Christian

the

laypeople

can

excellence but

be

body

of Christ

are

literally authorized to

spirituality predominate.
faithfrilness,

community where they

given through spirituality. Thus,

motivated

serve as

to carry out

can

as

"the

to find desirable"

influencing
(20).

authority

They should

be led and church

the leader needs to encourage

always

be

prepared

to

their work in Christian vocation. Pastors

leaders of the church.

They have

lead church members and to achieve the mission of their church.

leadership

not

(Eph. 1:22-23). People gather

volunteers in the Christian faith.

to contribute to the church. The leader should

support followers who
are

on

heart. Because Christians

served but service to others.

Christ, therefore, they

leadership concepts

motivated to let their

established to be the

was

receptive

of people to cooperate towards

In order to conclude the church

a

sacred mandate to

Ordway

some

goal

Tead defines

which

they

mission, church members'

come
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satisfaction and self-fulfillment should be
offered if church members reach the

resistance and the greatest
The pastor

as a

sense

Pastoral

accomplished.

organizational goal

leadership

with the least amount of

of unity and self-awareness.

church leader is called to

serve

only

not

organization but also

an

spiritual organism.

Lawrence O. Richards describes the church "as

has

the Lord Jesus Christ. Its members

a

living

head

�

individuals who

spiritual body

come

together for

is

of Jesus Christ which works

especially initiated

from the

According to Blackcaby, "Spiritual
do

something that,

spiritual change
Blackaby 21).

in

in

not static

living organism;

nor are

(12).

Church is

leading

of the

God has

spiritual power

do.

Holy Spirit.

isolated
a

a

paradox,

Ultimately, spiritual

Their

placed upon them.
for God calls them to

leaders cannot

spiritual

them to do

a

source

is the

produce

better job in

by the power

of his

Holy Spirit. Spiritual encouragement and

leadership:
own

"The

spiritual leader, however,

personality alone but by that personality

interpenetrated and empowered by the Holy Spirit" (20).

presence of the

they

it

people; only the Holy Spirit can accomplish this" (Blackaby and

influences others not
irradiated and

can

a

a

together with Holy Spirit.

leaders work within

fact, only God

Pastors'

inspiration help

are

certain exercises of worship"

Pastors also need to pay attention to the

leadership

be

can

Holy Spirit

in church

�

leadership, gives

believers

an

Parousia

the

�

opportunity to

listen

for what God wants them to do.
Church

ministry's priority

is to

accomplish the kingdom

mission needs to be cuhivated with church members who

are

of God in the world. This

trained

as

coworkers. In

order to work with

them, leadership training and vision sharing should be incorporated.

Equipping the laity

is

an

effective way to

strengthen missional vocation and develop
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church
seems

leadership.
to

The

Apostle

Paul set the model in Acts 13:1-4. The church at Antioch

have been well matured,

Consequently,

the church

was

equipping

able to cuhivate

The Bible describes four competent

apostle

Paul. The

key leaders,

reach out and establish

was

a

assignment

�

leadership

Paul and Barnabas

appears to have not

been trained to carry

on

Even

though the

to

give

them

missionary heart
the

congregation.

create

a new

�

from the

kingdom

for

The pastor should

leadership

oncoming kingdom

the

the established church in Antioch
mature

prophets

in the church and their

leadership

church mission because the next leaders had

accomplishment significantly

crying

are

develops

when

out

a

gospel,

pastor fails

practical experience

some

to prepare

churches

leaders and

in the church. A pastor with

by the development

provide opportunities

more

for the

a

of potential leaders within

to encourage

them

or

else

stable and conventional tasks for groups

congregation.
should train the

of God. This

share in the vision of the church

well established with

supported

of God.

will not feel threatened

mission and leave the

Pastoral

super leaders.

however, the removal of two

needs of the world

the

as

and teachers who

Certainly

delayed the

opportunity

working together with

adequate leadership.

leaders

prophets

model.

have become stagnant. This condition

neglects

new

the work in Antioch. This

demonstrates how to build the

with

laity

Barnabas and Paul, dedicated themselves to the Lord to

necessary to teach the Word of God,

and teachers

the

goal

is

congregation

accomplished

ministry. The

adequate leadership.

and lead the church toward the

when

lay

leaders compose and

church at Antioch seemed to have been
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Overview

Chapter

2 of this dissertation estabhshes the

foundation of shared

explanation

of the

leadership

based

on

super

bibUcal, theological, and theoretical

leadership. Chapter

project's design, methodology, instrumentation,

study. Chapter 4 presents the findings of the meeting
interviews, and the

interprets

analyses

them then offers

a

of documents.

Chapter

conclusion and

3 presents

a

and evaluation for the

of focus groups,

personal

5 summarizes the

findings

suggestions

for fiirther

detailed

inquiry.

and
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CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE
Introduction

This

leadership,
Chapter 2

chapter
well

as

will

the

on

discuss the cultural
with

be useful for

background

as

explore

will also focus

leadership,

contains bibhcal and theoretical

biblical

church

leadership.
This

leadership. Finally,

leadership.

leadership

chapter

I will

I believe that this

of the biblical and theoretical

study of

perspectives,

will

and will aid in

The

leadership

body

of Christ in which believers

should be

a

living organism

Early church

is

a

organization

is in the

The

apostles

are

united in the love of God.

that interacts and coexists

proper model that demonstrates what

were

primarily

authorized

community

was

to

lead church

organization

administrative

and

serving the

organic

duty.

Word

Now the

Apostles

after Jesus'

rapidly increasing by the Spirit (Acts 2:47).

needed to work with their followers. Seven deacons

out

an

by spiritual

Holy Spirit.

resurrection. The Christian

disciples

of shared

shared

same.

relationship

The

informing

leadership perspectives.

the current state of Korean church

The church is the

relationship.

of shared

background of Korean

Biblical Models of Shared

Church

examples

deeper understanding

a

on

the cultural context of Korean Church

Super leadership principle

analyzing

developing the

on

perspectives

could tend to

spiritual

were

chosen to carry

activities like prayer

(Acts 6:3).

The Christian church has maintained this biblical
groups and teams in the church

are

organized

as

leadership

Christian

gospel

foundation. Small

and mission. Each part
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is combined

as a

laypeople.

hi the

leadership.

Deacons

early

church

leaders

can

Pet.

early church, Apostles taught

be effective in

leadership

in church is

All believers

2:9)."

developing

are

discrimination. The church's
them to

participate

in

able to

church

basically committed to
to

in

laypeople

practical ministry.

As

serve

spiritual

a

result, the

sharing their leadership, lay

open to

ministry.

basically pursued
participate

responsibility

ministry.

are

are

preached

leaders who served for

lay

were

and

revived. When church leaders

was

Shared

(1

association. Church leaders

spiritual

in the

in church

is to train and

leadership

of prestige and power but to share acclaim and

Shared

Leadership

of all believers

without any

equip believers

The Christian characteristic in

position

"priesthood

leadership

and then allow
is not to hold

a

responsibility.

in the Triune God

Emil Brunner contends that the doctrine of the

Trinity

is not

a

biblical

kerygma:

The ecclesiastical doctrine of the

Trinity, established by the dogma of the
Church, is not a Biblical kerygma, therefore it is not the kerygma
of the Church, but it is a theological doctrine which defends the central
faith of the Bible and of the Church. (206)
ancient

Trinity is

the

mythic

word of Christianity. The Bible exposes the

myth

of God in

theological concept.

Although

the

teaching to justify

theological

the triune God

term

as

Trinity

shared

relationship

states, "The New Testament talks about God
of the

Father, the Son and the Spirit, which

the world"

(64). God

is

three-in-one,

to

understand.

or

is one, but he is

so

to John's

relationships

great that he exists

Gospel,

being

Bible, biblical

is sufficient.

by proclaiming

are

triune. The concept of God

According

does not appear in the

Jtirgen

in narrative the

Moltmann

relationships

of fellowship and
as

are

open to

three persons. Thus, God

three persons and yet

the Father sent the Son

one

is difficult

(John 5:23),

the Son
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reveals the Father

Father

as

(John 8:19), and the Holy Spirit enables people

revealed in the Son

the

are

a

way that his presence

the

even

of Jesus

of truth, which

Spirit

(John 15:26).

The

proceeds

make

keep

our

express the

as

Personal

Being

The fourth century

him,

and

Father," and that he would

from the Father but
Jesus

we

only one

will

come

unto

of the Father, Son, and

Holy Spirit.

of Nyssa, and

Gregory of

worked out the

interpretation

of the nature of

(substance),

theologians

and that the

and

Holy Spirit. They used

doctrine of the

one

and

was

or

actual

is to be found

being)

to

204). They

distinguish the

formulated to describe that in God is

Holy Spirit share,

Holy Spirit. They

equally

and

but three

did not believe in three

identically

the terms "one substance" and "three

in the

Gods,

Father, Son,

persons"

to state the

Trinity.

Thus, the concept of the Trinity

relationships:

nature

in which Father, Son, and

hypostases (persons): Father, Son,
only one,

him, and

Perichoresis

hypostasis (substantial

but

me,

�

of God. The Trinitarian doctrine

ousion

by

sent

stated, "If a man loves

God that is relational and united in communion (Torrance, Trinitarian Faith

personality

was

Cappadocian (Basil, Gregory

and Alexandrian

used the Greek word

sent "from

14:23). These Scriptures represent John's attempt to

contradictory unity and diversity

Triune God

Nazianzus)

you" (14: 17).

my words and my Father will love

abode with him" (John

from the

Holy Spirit proceeded

the Son to dwell "with you, and shall be in

he will

the

that the Father and

means

present. Jesus stated that the paraclete (comforter, advocate) would be

Father,

testify

comprehend

(John 16:13-14). The Holy Spirit is distinct from Jesus and

the Father yet is related to them in such
Son

to

"It

was

the Eastern

must include the

emphasis

on

mutuality

perichoresis

or

of interpersonal

the mutual

indwelling

of

Youn 26

divine persons, which

Trinity" (Ury 126).
the

Eastern

of God is

essence

in communion
persons and

for

provided groundwork

theologizing

theologians taught that the

relational,

in other

doctrine of the

words, that God exists

as

the manifestation of the

Patricia A. Fox, "John D. Zizioulas's Trinitarian

single

triune God"

theology teaches

communion. His vision of the triune God is
D. Zizioulas also

"The

relational

being:

without the concept of communion it would not be

the

of God"

people

make

a

(17). Church community

spiritual intimacy between

Thomas F. Torrance
doctrine of the

explains

is called

as

being

spiritual

the union of

(14). According

essentially

(51). John

being

means

to

that there is not true

in-communion"

emphasizes,

that

Trinity affirms

diverse persons united

(Stevens 59). Leonardo Boff says, "This communion

accordingly

being without

about the inner life of the

a

vision of persons-

of God is

a

possible to speak of

group in God in which

God and church members.

the detailed

description of perichoresis

in the

Trinity:
Perichoresis derives from chora, the Greek word for "space" or "room,"
or from chorein, meaning "to contain," "to make room," or "to go

forward." It indicates a sort of mutual containing or enveloping of
reahties, which we also speak of as coinherence or coindwelling. This
concept in a verbal form was first used by Gregory Nazinanzen to help
human natures in the one
express the way in which the divine and the
the integrity of either
without
another
one
in
here
Person of Christ coin
then applied to speak
It
was
being diminished by the presence of the other.

of the way in which the three divine Persons mutually dwell in one
another and coin here or exist in one another while nevertheless remaining
other than one another and distinct from one another. With this application
the notion of perichoresis is refined and changed to refer to the complete
mutual containing or interpenetration of the three divine Persons, Father,

Son, and Holy Spirit, in

According

to

one

God.

{Christian Doctrine 102)

the
Torrance, the terminology of Perichoresis theologically illuminates

divine attribute of the

Trinity

in God.
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The

Trinity

is

a

Christian doctrine that

unique

and co-inherence of God without

this way within the
the sacred, then

develop

living

the

out of the

Allan

and humans

and the

implications

of the

created in the

of God and

means

are

to imitate

relationships

and

The church needs to maintain this doctrinal value
God has

given

his

people,

Trinity.
perichoresis

as

coinherent

unity and diversity of the persons

He describes the

relationship

of the others. If God relates

image

specific calling that

also maintains

Perichoresis

are

the mutual

should be inherent within the

community.

spiritual gifts

Coppedge

early Church.

diminishing the integrity

surely their mutuality

of the Christian

leadership
and

Trinity

highhghts

"coinherence"

or

personhood within the

of the

Trinity:

"interpenetration."

Thus the three

Trinity interpenetrate each other; that is, they share life
of them is present without the others. This perichoresis is
No
one
together.
an expression of their social nature. Their lives coinhere in such a way that

members of the

being is maintained. The
always completely reciprocal. This
Trinity
relationships
Triune
God.
nature
of
(179-80)
[the]
[the]
both the distinctness and

oneness

within the

In other

unity.

of their

are

is

words, each personality of the Trinity maintains individual character within their

Each permeates and

participates

in the existence of the others. Each is able to

coexist in the life of the others.
The

Trinity's
Jesus

followers

come

Role in Shared

taught that

the

(John 14:17-18).

unto

him, and make

Ministry

coming of the Spirit of truth

Because Jesus

our

was

in the

abode with him"

was

his

own

coming

Father, his coming

(John 14:23b).

His

to

his

meant "we will

coming

was

to enable

his followers to do the words that he had said: "And greater works than these shall he do;
because I go unto my Father"
me

[Christ],

(John. 14:12).

he doeth the works"

The statement, "The Father that dwelleth in

(John 14:10), parallels to,

"the

same

God who works all
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things
the

in all

persons" (1

12:6). The

Cor.

of Christ to do his work

name

The
Barnabas

ministry assigned

early

Church

reported

participated

independence

by

the

ministry.

The divine grace is

indwelling Spirit

in order to

practiced shared leadership

accomplish

to

the

of the perichoretic church. Paul and

missionary journey (Acts

sent fi-om the Jerusalem conference

were

given

to them.

to the church at Antioch after their first

29). Representatives
chiirch

shared

through

followers of Christ and is activated
works of the

role of Christ's follower is to ask the Father in

in the decision

the conference. The

during

15:1-

(Acts 15:1-29). The whole

Scriptures infer the

of each church.

The perichoretic church allowed members to express their minds and to maintain

unity

in the

spirit

of shared

ministry

enables the

majority

to

minority

Trinity

as

even

with their differences. A

to understand the decision of the

spirit

majority

of shared
and for the

respect the minority because the Trinity exemplifies the shared life

heart of the universe. The

of different

ministry

equals

pure

the universe

Trinity

appears

as

relationality,

subverts

the ultimate

moreover,

duality

into

paradigm

epitomizes

multiplicity.

Mutual

at

the

relationship

of personal and social life. The

the connectedness of all that exists in

(Johnson 222).

George

Cladis asserts that within the current context of church, the perichoretic

church enhances

understanding

of shared

ministry:

perichoretic symbol of the Trinity is more helpfiil to the church living
in a postmodern world. Although we, as the creatures of God, are not
equal to God, the divine community of the Trinity provides a helpfial
image for human community that reflects the love and intimacy of the
Godhead. Hierarchical distinctions in human community give way to a
sense of the body of Christ, with each part equal and important (1 Cor. 12The

14). The individual persons of the church are distinct parts yet
together in a common sharing and loving relationship. (5)

are

bound
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Thus, the

role of the

leadership.
shared

Trinity is significant

The Godhead is

Leadership

detrimental to

hi

shared

on

In the triune

God,

the foundation.

during the

on

imposes

much

more

stress and

their

absence of the leader. The failure to
who

own

are more

when

comfortable in

they neglect to bring

fatigue

a

can

delegate

is

The

hierarchy.

others into the job to

them.
Moses encountered this exact dilemma. Exodus

about
His

relationship.

addition, the abusive delegation of a solitary leader

solitary leaders

leader tries to do too much

help

should be based

a

is difficuh. The concept

leadership,

invoke much greater harm

usually

in

in Moses

Solitary leadership
than team-based

corroborate the foundation of shared

coequally formed

leadership development

Shared

to

failure of delegation in

a

leadership.

leadership training was appropriated

Moses

for

was

chapter

18 is

educated to be

royal authority with

a

a

a

relevant

case

study

leader of Egypt.

solid

emphasis

on

the

fine art of delegating.

However, Moses
anointed

by

was

God. Moses felt

exhausted from

physically

alone. Moses'

father-in-law, Jethro,

details that not

only overburdened

and

saw

leading the people

mentally

that Moses

him but also

drained

was

even

by leading

detained

kept him

though he
a

was

million

people

by many secondary

from

carrying

out his

first

priority to accomplishing

primary

task(Exod. 18:23-24).
Leaders need to know their
the

assignment.

training

Other

primary task

responsibilities

can

and

be shared

give

by creating

a

division of labor and

school for leaders. Susan Beaumont and Gil Rendle contend, "Shared

a

leadership
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and

alignment

of efforts is all about

in the work of the
In Exodus

experience

people

and the way

they

connected and directed

are

congregation" (10).
18:18-22, Jethro wanted

that focused

on

to

wisdom and

delivery leadership

decentralization and collaboration in

ministry

ministry:

You and these

people who come to you will only wear yourselves out. The
heavy for you; you cannot handle it alone. Listen now to me
and I will give you some advice, and may God be with you. You must be
the people's representative before God and bring their disputes to him.

work is too

Teach them the decrees and
duties
men

they

laws, and show them the

But select

perform.
capable
God, trustworthy men who hate

are

who fear

to

men

way to live and the
from all the people
�

dishonest

gain

�

and

officials over thousands, hundreds, fifties and tens. Have
judges for the people at all times, but have them bring every
difficult case to you; the simple cases they can decide themselves. That
will make your load lighter, because they will share it with you.

appoint

them

The word translated
exhaustion"

or

them

as

serve as

wear

"to sink

or

Exhaustive Concordance

out comes

from

a

Hebrew term that

drop down, languish,
1432). Jethro warned

means

wither and fall"

"to be withered with

{Strongs NASB

him:

Look son, you are going to come to exhaustion. And so are the people. I
mean, after all, their needs can be met in a lot better way than just standing
around in line all day in the hot sun to hear your counsel. You are going to
wear

out, Moses, unless you make

a

few

changes around here. (Swindoll

253)
lead with others.

They not only

Leaders do not lead

by themselves, they

with others but

also mature followers to become leaders.

Dale

they

Galloway points

out Jethro's advice

in six

ways

according

work

to

together

Exodus 18:13-

27:

(v. 21). Choose capable leaders.
(v. 20). Teach them the laws and how to live.
Organize (v. 21). Organize them in manageable groups
Set Up a Chain of Care (v. 22). Jethro advised Moses to let the other
the most difficuh
judges take care of the easier problems and bring only
Select

Train
-

-

ones to

him.
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-

A pastor let me preach a sermon in his church when I
17 years old, and that's how I learned to
preach. We need to do the
same with
releasing people for ministry: they learn ministry by doing it,
but only if we leaders give them the
to learn it.

Delegate (v. 22).
was

opportunity

Achieve Balance in Life. Moses began to seek balance in his life.
making the five changes listed above, Moses now had time for
his
hi this case, the

family,

priority

The purpose of his

discipline

By
God, for

and for himself

of his

delegation

them to share his

easily; however, they

new

application

colleagues.

was

do not share

of his

not

was

was

authority

taught

leadership,

to initiate team

Moses

followers, but also

with the followers. Moses

applied

was

leadership
able to

fellowship

with

would

grown discontent with Moses. A lack of justice and

efficiency would be
was

evident. For

always busy deciding

good leadership involves

cases

example,

between

as

leadership

and the

fully established,
a

people

failure of

Moses would not have time to lead since he

people:

and empowers others to

"In essence, Jethro

help

taught Moses

with the process; that

leader does not try to shoulder the entire burden of justice alone"
and

Through

he would not have been able

leaders, justice could

have been

to

Jethro's

with effectiveness.

to empower other

likely have

organization.

responsibility

by himself only,

not

in his

leaders may tend to share

to share

If Moses had continued to lead

building

to commit to lead his

only

authority. Many

recommendation and then he
the

leadership

(43)

a

that

good

(Manz, Manz, Marx,

Neck, 110).

Mentorship
perfect person
leaders

are

Just
to lift his

can

provide

the best

possible leadership development.

who needs to learn from others and I

necessary to listen from what

prior to Moses'

laypeople

encounter with

experienced

that

Leader is not

today's

a

church

said.

Jethro, Aaron and

hands and support him in his prayers. Moses

Hur

came

alongside

experienced that the

work

Moses

was
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more

than he could handle. To find collaborative leaders to "hold
up his hands"

17:12)

necessary. He needed others to become involved in

was

(Exod.

counseling (Exod.

18:18-

23).

Doing

efficiency

does not guarantee effectiveness. A much better standard of

is how much leaders

rethink the

leadership

able to

are

delegation of leadership.

leaders may be

primary

Shared

more

is the

ability

more

delegate.

Jethro's

guidance begs

To share with those who

efficient. I have discovered that the

to carry out

distinctive tasks

them

with his twelve

leadership

apostles

and to have
the

same

who

was

disciples

disciples

so

that

they might be

authority

could mature

was

given.

(NFV).

ministry,
as

future leaders. His

might

Jesus

The purpose of discipleship
in Jesus

who took part in his mission. Jesus'

leadership ministry

with

be with him"

training

was

to make

to

a

leader

collaborate with

aims at distribution and

was

focused

primarily
on

describing Jesus' ministry.

First of all.

Scripture

Jesus desired not

to teach the

disciples

(Mark 3:13).

but also to live with them. Jesus and his

years. Jesus'

was

with

spiritual discipline.

Three characteristics stand out in

community. Discipleship

preach

empowered his disciples

leadership

gospel

designating

�

send them out to

able to share what Jesus did. Shared

"They might

of shared

Jesus shared his

appointed twelve

with him and that he

to drive out demons"

authority that he

diffusion of his

says,

they

is illuminated in Mark 3:14-15: "He

^that

�

advantage

simultaneously.

Jesus is the most influential leader in the world. In his

shared

associate with the

in Jesus

Leadership

leadership

can

readers to

disciples
a

product

were

only

connected

as a

spiritual

of living with Jesus for about three

discipleship that was

sufficient to share the

essence

of
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his

with his selected group.

leadership

with them

that "he

so

might

Secondly,

send them"

shared the work of ministry and

(Mark 3:14).

multiplied

last characteristic is that Jesus gave them
Jesus

empowered

his

disciples

with his

disciples

"authority

authority.

shared

it

as

learning

describes Jesus'

Ford says that Jesus'

was a

and

shared life

�

risks,

a

leadership

Vision is someone's

shared

as

order to

Jesus became

leadership,

on

impress

the mission to

team.

so

goals,

of Jesus,

authority

much

shared

a course or a

partnership

Mission is God's call

Equipping

on

is when

key

someone's life.

someone

vision. Team is when

trains

someone

carry out the mission after the leader's

leadership.

not to raise up eleven future

(31).

time,

leader who fulfilled the mission of the Messiah and followed

together to complete

him

and

Gene Wilkes

of which he introduces four

complete the

equipped to

the world, but rather to prepare

on

for

authority

He recruited

people

into

and share his whole vision and mission for the world with them

was

them to work
focused

a

"was not

to that mission.

of God's vision with servant

equip

Jesus' intent

Without the

future, and shared power" (200-01). C.

servant

mobilizes those who have been

kingdom

(Mark 3:15).

He did not maintain the

shared vision and

unique approach

others to join the leader

the

part of that ministry. The

to drive out demons"

disciples.

leadership

concepts: mission, vision, equipping, and

departure.

a

could not be leaders and fulfill their mission.

Leighton
curriculum

Jesus did not work alone but rather

co-workers to be

himself only but shared the influence with his
the

the passage indicates that he spent time

the

a

egoists

whose stellar

a

team

in

(20).

performances

would

humble group whose limitations would force

assignment given to

them while

they remained
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In

a

similar manner, pastors

are

not called to be leaders whose

would offer churches

or

be leaders who

equip

other leaders, who will invest in

what Jesus did.

Making disciples

church

organization.

communities transformational sensations, but

Jesus'

of Jesus is

disciples

were

an

through

his

days,

an

effort to consider

Jesus seldom sent

accomplish

a

life. Based

a

on

person alone to do

leadership concept

can

to share with

Luke

be utilized

lay

m

leaders who

a

and

team-oriented

in

a

single

leadership

in

as

pairs

his prototype of leadership

church

leadership

Jesus did.

to

person. The leader

necessarily recognizing how

in team

laypeople

model

people

spirituality.

on

and

clergy

leadership

completed by

develop

are

both

he instead sent

Absolutely,

participate

on

sharing

in

Jesus' shared

should be

building (Matt. 10:1, 5-15;

developed

Mark 6:7-13;

9:1-6).

Shared

Leadership

in the

Apostle

After his conversion
to

context.

called to

growth

should be based

leadership,

ministry,

church. At the moment. Christian leaders

leadership

leadership

task. The work of God cannot be

should consider his

effective way of spiritual

his shared

building

are

leaders, and be focused

church communities should strive to imitate Jesus'

integrative

should make

new

they

gradually developed by his spiritual leadership.

Church leaders need to understand that church
In these

performances

imitate Jesus'

on

Paul

the road to Damascus, Paul's

leadership style.

His mission

with his peers

as

compUcated when

conflict

in the first

about ideas and

strategies

leader focused

Jesus did. Of course,

sharing leadership

arose

as a

of mission

were

leadership

phase. Also,

different.

on

was

empowering

things occasionally
their

transformed

thoughts

and

grew

and behaviors
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Nevertheless, Paul did

partnership

with Peter

disagreement with
deep

wound from

Tim.

4:14).

can

confused

a man

As difficult

apostles, leaders,

joys,

and the

than individuals

to be conflicted with his mission

by

doctrinal issues

named

as

Alexander, who Paul

people

and

spite

preachers.

opportunities
can

can

do apart

of Paul's

long

before

John Mark, and other

McNeal examined Paul's shared

1-21).

A

sharp

(Acts 15:39). Paul received

says did him

a

great deal of harm (2

a

negative experiences,

He counted

of ministry. He

�

2:1

partner. His

be, however, the rewards of teaming with others

an

Paul did not work alone but created

Timothy, Titus,

(Gal.

Barnabas caused them to part company

far surpass the liabilities. In

with
the

was

seem

a

on

he still collaborated

these partners to share the burdens,

practiced

�

synergy

"effective habif

doing

was

more

defined

together

(Covey 261).

ministry team with Barnabas, Silas, Luke,

ministry colleagues and

coworkers.

Reggie

leadership:

beyond meeting a need for
companionship; represented key piece in his strategy for spreading the
faith. The apostle told Timothy to make sure that he passed along to others
the things he was learning himself (2 Tim. 2:2). Paul knew that ministry
reproduction would be necessary for the movement to survive. He also
knew that effective leadership development included the chance for
leaders to debrief their ministry experiences with others who faced similar
ministry challenges. In this approach, Paul followed Jesus' model with the
Twelve. (48)

For

him, practicing teamwork
it

At its

a

best, leadership in the church is

group of leaders who

easily overpower

reproduce

others

through

a

team

(Sanders, 51)

effort, involving shared leadership with

effective leaders.
their

personality

mind their tendencies and work to establish
others

went way

a

Strong leaders such
or

as

Paul, who could

exercise of leadership, must

shared life and shared

a

leadership

keep

with

in
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Three fundamentals

himself. He witnessed, "We
word ergates
workers

means to

are

di?,

are

laborers

work. Paul

the truth

(gifts)

for the

good

of all

be able to

accomplish

of certain

relationships

for

relationships

acknowledge,
anything
am

and

as

"I have

the

truth), carrying

as

leadership

for all

(1

things

to

abilities and talents

with others.

we are

(1 Cor. 3:5-8).

each,

.

.

.

common

plants

goals

me

strength

the

�

I

am

ready

into me,

laborers
not

for

(that is,

task, and works

joint promoters,

�

task. Paul states, "He who
to

authority

The effective leader

accomplish

to

fellow workmen

intended. He intended that those who have

assigned

would not

12:14-27). The effective leader must

(1 Cor. 3:9), but the involvement in one's work is

servants of the Lord

one

submit oneself to the

sufficiency)" (Phil. 4:13, TAB).

through relationships

his labor"

sharing

in Christ who empowers

provides spiritual strength

accomplish this

others:

to

Cor.

relies upon God who

with and for God"

Tim. 2: 1 5). In 3 John 8

the idea that fellow believers

him who infuses inner

equal to anything through

self-sufficient in Christ's

mean/e//ow

(Heb. 13:16-17), understanding that God has apian

for individuals

strength

and

(1 Cor. 3:9). The Greek

of Christ (2

(1 Cor. 3:9, 10). Learning

is paramount

Paul states, "For

with God"

(1 Cor. 12:7). The concept achieves that which

alone

well

ministry: God, partner,

operating power.

as an

Paul demonstrated his shared

together

or a servant

fellow-helpers (with

acting together with

team

this word in the above passage to

uses

and serving God

belonging to

the word is used

present in Paul's

are

fully
in and

together

�

all God

should cooperate to

and he who waters

are

equal,

and each shall receive his wages

.

.

I

.

according to
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Shared

leadership

members shared in material

6:6-7). The

was

race

what caused

one

has

an

act of

complements
less effort"

principle

of shared teamwork is

no one

to

explams
not

that two persons receive

necessarily greater.

a

higher yield

quickly broken.

from their work:

Rather it refers to the way each person's work

complete

more

tasks with

(111).

His

ministry

spiritual ministry.

ministry was

trained and shared his

A leader is not

organization

organization

positioned to

priority

in shared

mission team in which his partners

command followers,

or

manipulate the

of leadership is influence and

(members)

development.

getting results

especially in the

a

ministry

were

Leadership

in which followers

for

Paul demonstrated his successful

self-responsibility

ministry.

because the

transformation and

of pastor makes it easier to relieve

initiated to create

Theoretical Basis for Shared

inadequate

A cord of three strands is not

the other's efforts and therefore enables them to

and be better for

an

evidentially indicated:

are

I think that shared

leadership.

and to

better than one, because they have a good return for their work; if
falls down, his friend can help him up. But pity the man who falls and

James L. Crenshaw

are

leadership (Acts 13:2, 3, 48-49)

growth (Eph. 2:19-20).

help him up!
(Eccles. 4:9-10, 12)

"[T]heir wages

shared

and in the selection of leaders (Acts

(Acts 19:20). Paul reminded the Ephesians that being "fellow

Therefore the biblical
Two

growth of the early Church. Church

things (Acts 2:41-47)

church reached out in

unbelievers of another
citizens"

derived from the

was

are

In contrast,

a

able to establish

one-sided

from co-workers who work

guidance

members of
for

an

organizational

leadership style
together

in

an

is

completely

organization,

church. If disconnection and miscommunication exist between

a

leader
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and his subordinates, the

organization

goal. Working together for

a common

may neither reach
purpose in

a

its,

nor

the

leader's, intended

shared effort becomes difficult. Manz

and Sims in their book Business without Bosse, argue "the Boss

as

Corporate Dinosaur"

For years. Bureaucratic management has been occupied in business around
the world. It seems to be sufficient to take control of employees and

improve productivity in the system. Bosses and managers also maintain
positional occupation and are awarded powerfiil status. But just as
dinosaurs once ruled the earth and later faded into extinction, the days of
bosses may be numbered. They simply don't fit the current business
environment of intense international competition, more demanding
employees, and complex organizational environments. (1-2)
their

Just

Manz and Sims assert that

as

today's

context overturns old

of leadership in the business environment, the
church where leaders should be

prepared to

new

context

consider

new

will

assumptions
occur

leadership

and models

in the Korean

for the next

generations.
Leadership Paradigms
J. Robert Clinton says that the

the historical context that enables
and

styles

in

an

integrated manner.

determined

periods

identified

as:

one

paradigm analysis
to

delve

deeper

He surveys the

of leadership should examine

into

leadership theory, research,

concept of leadership by using time

by dominant research paradigms

at those times. The five

Great Man Era, Traits Era, Behavior Era,

Contingency Era,

periods

are

and

Complexity Era (3).
Great Man Era
Two

Leaders

Kings

are

(1840-1904)

viewpoints regarding leadership

were

widely accepted

in this

era:

(1)

bom, and (2) leaders simply emerge because of the situation (EUiston 12).

and heroes inherited DNA with

leadership positions

or

roles

through

leadership qualities. They

the

also inherited their

family or govemment connections.

The
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emergence of leaders
In this era, leaders
more

was

characterized

were

from within the individual,

Gayle

'Great Man'

fits well with the

ideas, but

not

Traits Era

Avery

with the distributed

argues

or

on

one's social environment.

who

was,

were

therefore,

extension of one's

problems

of this

endowed with

flowing

seen as

own

era as

character and

he writes, "The

classical, transactional and visionary leadership

leadership

behind the

organic paradigm" (70).

(1904-1948)

Similar in
inherit certain
Era

C.

Leadership

reflection

as a

on

outstanding people

as

inclinations. However,

approach

largely dependent

than their followers.

superior qualities

deeply

believed to be

some

qualities

assumptions

about

ways to the great

man

era, the Traits Era

and traits that make them better suited to

leadership

often led

behavioral characteristics to be shared
In this era, several related

people

to

identify

a

assumes

that

leadership.

people

In the Traits

particular personality

or

by leaders.

assumptions

are

held:

possess certain traits.
2. Empirical research should be able to relate leader traits to effectiveness.
3. Predictions about who will be effective leaders can be done by utiHzing
measures that identify the traits in empirical research.
1. Persons who

4.

These

led

people

the person to be

they likely would

lead

not be an

a

to think that if one had certain traits

good

honesty

or

with the

qualities,

leader. If they did not possess these

then that

quaUties,

then

effective leader.

Avery describes the six traits in Table

distinguish

effectively will

Leadership training would be helpful for only those people
inherent leadership traits. (Elliston 13)

assumptions

predisposed

consistently

2.1 that

were

asserted to be able to

leaders from non-leaders, at least under the U. S. business model: drive,

and

integrity, knowledge

intelligence (70).

of the business, desire to

lead, self-confidence, and
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Table 2.1. Six Leader Traits

Trait

Description
Leaders exhibit

Drive

and

achievement, motivation, ambition,

This characteristic enables leaders to form

Honesty /integrity

follower and not violate

Knowledge

Knowledge

initiative,

Leaders

promises

or

trusting relationships

with

confidences.

of the business enables informed decisions to be made and

business promotes

Desire to lead

energy,

tenacity.

want to

understanding of the implications of those decisions.
are willing to exercise some power over, and to

lead and

discipline others.
Others' perceptions of the leader's self-confidence are important, as is
displaying emotional stability, being even-tempered and able to deal with

Self-confidence:

stress.

gather and process considerable information,
strategies, and solve problems. A high "g" (general
intelligence) level is important.

Leaders need to be able to

High-le\'el
intelligence

formulate

Andrew J. Dubrin, however,
that "it does not tell

us

which traits

highhghts

are

a

distinct hmitation to the trait

absolutely needed

(65). Measuring how much of a trait, characteristic,

ambiguous. Although
theory, leadership

and the

intelligence,
theories

are

is

making

Behavior Era

the concept of the Trait

surely developed

practice

from

a

or

theory

motive

learning

leadership

leadership

is the

right

in

situations."

amount is

is much better than the Great Man

process that enhances

of leadership that raises it

it easier to understand

in which

approach

knowledge,

beyond traits. Thus, leadership

in research.

(1948-1967)

The Behavior Era pays attention to both the leader and the follower. The

Behavior Era is valuable because

assumes

that

leadership capability

leadership study
can

be learned, rather than

Behavior Era of leadership did not seek to

capabilities; rather,

escapes from the Trait Era, in that it

explain leadership

it looked at what leaders

actually

do.

only being

inherent. The

in terms of inborn traits

or
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This
to

be

era

has two broad

categories:

"task-related behavior

(concerned with the job

done), and relationship behaviors (people-oriented behaviors, such

supportive
approach

and

providing feedback)" (Avery 72).

is able to

relationship

as

on

being

observable behavior, this

the extent to which leaders

engaged

in

behaviors.

Leaders also differ in their

they pursue

such

explore variables,

Based

as

human relations

a

relationships

concern

approach

about group members to the extent to which

and try to maintain

with followers. Those with such strong

friendly, supportive

concerns are

identified

as

relations-

oriented, emphasizing employees, concerned for people, people-centered, interactionfacilitative and

supportive, interaction-oriented,

and in need of affiliation

(Bass,

Stodgill 's Handbook 331).
However, these behavior-based theories
well. While the behavior of the leader
the follower, the interaction between

was

a

or

practices exposed

increasingly related to

leader and follower still

the values of the

community or

This focus

important step,
must

on

for

the

relationship

relationships

stand behind them and

organization needs
employer

and

are

not

an

not

were

clearly brought
considered, but

between the followers and the leader

spiritual harmony.

employee

as

generally regarded (Elliston 15).

them support. For church

about

not

were

with followers grow when

give

to concern

laypeople

followers

few drawbacks

the desired behavior of

was

into focus. In these theories the issues of the values of the leaders

a

they know

was a

that their leader

organization.

Church

Therefore pastor is not

of church who

obeys

very

to their

a

spiritual

pastor.
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Contingency

Era

According

(1967-1980)
to

Avery,

this

era

focuses

on

the situation. This

called the

contingency theory

and considers

situation.

Contingency theory

is similar to situational

right
focus

a

leader's behavior

theory

approach

depending

and

assumes

the behaviors that the leader should

whereas the

contingency theory

about leader

capabilities

Researchers

leadership

involves

effectiveness is
situation

as

multiple

theories and

on a

broader view that includes

elements and

relationships

contingency paradigm
on

on

the leaders'

or

flexible

style

leadership

some

limitations

Edgar J.

in the local situation is conditioned

factors,

leader(s), follower(s),

on

leadership

the followers' and

lines:

(1) the single style

as

well, including the

by

the

by historical precedents, by the surrounding culture,
and

religious

keeping

with

Elliston insisted that

following:

effectiveness in the local situation will be conditioned

political, cultural, economic, sociological,

attention

to

(Elliston 15).

�

sub-cultural

theory tends

the leader, followers, and situation in the local context, hi

Leadership
context

behavior, but

theories

this criticism of contingency theories of leadership,
effective

among the

contingency theories developed along two

(2) the multiple

focus

simple,

contingent factors

of leadership suggests that

This view of leadership, however, has

singular

a

contingency theory approach recognized that

contingent not only

well. The

a

situational

the

and other variables within the situation.

focusing

and the situation. The

takes

adopt, given

on

that

way to lead does not exist. The main difference is that the situational
more on

is often

and

by

by the

broader

the current

context. When

one crosses even

boundaries, the complexities of worldview differences immediately demand

(Elliston 16).
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In

light

of the

growing

of the

awareness

elements that condition and contribute to the
to the

contingency approach

and

study

complexities

involved and in the

situation, leader(s), and followers, the
of

practice

leadership

has

way to the

given

Complexity Era.
Complexity

Era

(1980-?)

In contrast to

considered

well

as

a

as

the broader context. The

set

of values.

alternatives of behaviors and

slippery road
The

of relativism,

recognition

complicates

Complexity Era,

will suffice, but that the

planned approach
commitment to

eras, in the

previous

the search

role of values and

Integrity

leadership

complexity of leadership

only

is the

the local

way

key

through

the

in the diverse

maze

is that

is

is

no

pre

by a strong

possibilities

of

leadership styles. "Integrity provides stability along the

politics

and the risks of leadership"

(Elliston 16).

of both the local and broader contexts contributes to and

for, simple

integrity and

in the

answers

the

practice

study of leadership.

of leadership draw

The focus

even more

on

the

attention to the

inner life of the leader than before.

Types
Ted W.

one

type is

aware

not

Engstrom recognizes

always

of

Leadership

five basic types of leadership. To limit

easy and at various times each

one

are more

leader to

is used. The leader needs to be

of these methods in order to eliminate those patterns that

maximize those that

a

are

not

acceptable

and to

desirable.

Laissez-Faire

Laissez-faire

means to

practically no leadership

at

all.

let

people

do

Everything

as

they

choose. This type of leadership is

is allowed to

run

its

own course.

Minimum
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direction is

provided and maximum freedom

Leaders retreat into the
function. Leaders

are

background

figureheads

is allowed for the group to make decisions.

and let others work out details of how

and

concern

themselves

only

organizations

with that which

they

desire.

Democratic-Participative
Democratic -participative leaders
everyone.

They

are

decision

making

projects

of the

so

assist, suggest to, and

alert to

problems

people

will feel jointly

and solve any

communicate with

difficulty. They

responsible

for the

involve

goals,

people

in

purposes, and

organizations.

Benevolent-Bureaucratic

The

emphasis

of benevolent-bureaucratic leaders is

and satisfied. Leaders

leadership

are

tends to make

like parent

figures

people dependent

and, therefore, followed. When the parents
die.

Discipline

on

keeping

that want everyone to feel

and weak. Parents

are

are

everyone

good.

happy

This type of

admired and

respected

removed, organizations flounder and

may

is hard to maintain and coordination of purpose and activities is minimal.

Autocratic-Bureaucratic
Autocratic-bureaucratic leaders

people
have

tend to believe that leaders

authority. They do

Leaders think

they

are

not

are

are

one-rule

leadership types.

led in this direction

delegate. They believe they

indispensable

because

they

are

by

In Christian circles

the will of God. Leaders

must tell the

people

in touch with God.

manipulate people

to make everyone follow the rules but answer to no

operate entirely

their

to any new

on

ideas. Their

own

ways and

positions give

are

not to be

them total

authority

to

They

one.

questioned. They are

what to do.

These leaders

very inflexible

determine all

policies.
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Manipulative-Inspirational
Manipulative-inspirational leadership has
hard to find and
as

they

see

fit.

the directions

Leaders

confusing.

High-pressure
they

set

tactics

or

or

some

groups of leaders set the rules and

emotionalism is used to convince

compliance; (2) authoritative

(3) affiliative leaders
consensus

interpret them
people

to follow

(Engstrom 70-81).

Daniel Goleman also describes six distinct
demand immediate

structure of organization, albeit

create

leaders mobilize

emotional bonds and

through participation; (5) pacesetting

leadership styles: (1)

harmony; (4)

coercive leaders

people

toward

a

vision;

democratic leaders build

leaders expect excellence and self-

direction; and (6) coaching leaders develop people for the future (80).
Ken Blanchard mentions four

leaders have

high-directive/low-supportive behavior.

and tell them

leaders have

leadership styles

what, how, when, and where

to carry out various tasks.

they

also hear the persons'

have

high-supportive/low-directive behavior.

listen and facilitate

problem solving

low-supportive/low-directive
they have
these

and

and

First, directing

Leaders define the roles of people

high-directive/high-supportive behavior.
feelings, ideas,

in his article.

Leaders still

Second, coaching

provide direction,

making

provide recognition

decision. Fourth,

behavior. Leaders allow

is

times in one's

entirely bad

leadership.

or

entirely good.

and

delegating

actively

leaders have

people greater autonomy because

the competence, commitment, and confidence to do the task

styles

leaders

suggestions. Third, supporting

Leaders

but

Parts of each may be

(19).

required

None of

at various
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Transformational
A transformational

1980s.

According to

first coined

by

titled

with

Northouse, "the

classic work

a

paradigm

the center of leadership since the

term of transformational

(1973); however, its emergence

Leadership (1978)" (170).

political leadership:
the

Peter G.

Downton

leadership began

approach spotlights

Leadership

as an

transactional and

Gregor Bums

leadership

was

important approach to

by the political sociologist

James Mac

early

James Mac

Bums

Gregor

established two types of

transformational, and Bernard M.

Bass

developed

of leadership. He defined transformational types:

Transformational leaders attempt and succeed in raising colleagues,
subordinates, followers, clients, or constituencies to a greater awareness
about issues of consequence. This heightening of awareness requires a
leader with vision, self-confidence, and inner strength to argue
successfully for what he sees is right or good, not for what is popular

acceptable according to
and Performance 17)
Transformational

credibility,

iimer

focuses

leadership

on

or

is

{Leadership

the leader-follower interaction in terms of

strength, vision, mutually open communication,

decision-making process. Obviously,
popular

the established wisdom of the time.

transformational

leadership

and

participation

has been

in the

tremendously

in the corporate world.

In Bums'

description

the leader-follower

of the transactional and transformational

relationship

is based

on

credibility

political leaders,

and interaction. He attempts to

differentiate leaders from the power holders:
I will deal with

opposite

leadership

as

distinct from

of bmte power. I will

transactional and

transforming.

power-holding and as the
basic types of leadership: the

mere

identify two

The relations of most leaders and

approach followers with an eye to
exchanging one thing for another: jobs for votes, or subsidies for
campaign contributions. Such transactions comprise the bulk of the
relationships among leaders and followers, especially in groups,
legislatures, and parties. Transforming leadership, while more complex,
followers

are

transactional leaders

is
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potent. The transforming leader recognizes and exploits an existing
demand of a potential follower. But, beyond that, the transforming

more

need

or

leader looks for

potential motives

in

followers, seeks

to

satisfy higher

needs, and

engages the full person of the follower. The result of
transforming leadership is a relationship of mutual stimulation and
elevation that converts followers into leaders and may convert leaders into
moral agents. (4)

According to Bass,

"Bums went

leaders, bargainers

or

on

or

classify transactional political

revolution, and heroes

were

or

categorized

as

ideologues" (Bass

intellectual

as

opinion

political

leaders and present

a

leaders, leaders of

and StogdiU's Handbook

Bernard M. Bass and Bmce J. Avolio elaborate
and transformational

leaders

bureaucrats, party leaders, legislative leaders, and executive

leaders. Transformational leaders
reform

to

on

formal

Bums'

theory

23).

of transactional

theory of transformational

and measurements of its factors of leadership behavior

leadership, including models

(2).

Bass, in his book Leadership and Performance beyond Expectation, argues that
transactional leaders

quantity

and

quality

reduce resistance to
Bass makes the

"mostly

consider how to

marginally improve

of performance, how to substitute

particular actions,

and how to

one

and maintain the

goal for another,

implement

decisions"

how to

(27).

In contrast,

following argument:

leadership occurs when leaders broaden and elevate the
employees, when they generate awareness and acceptance
of the purposes and mission of the group, and when they stir their
employees to look beyond their own self-interest for the good of the
"Transformational
interests of their

these resuUs in one or more
group. Transformational leaders achieve
and thus inspire them;
followers
to
their
ways: They may be charismatic
they may meet the emotional needs of each employee; and/or they may

intellectually

employees." (From Transactional
Leadership 21)

stimulate

Transformational

to
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In order to maintain

good leadership in

a

trustworthiness with followers.

self-leadership,

Bass and Avolio further

transformational leaders. Their

Kellogg

care, arts,

by followers

developed

leadership

by the

is

Generate

seen

awareness

is

a

utterly

leader must
not

only

recognize

valued

by

in teamwork.

and tested the characteristics of

and govemment. The research

industry,

Center for

Leadership

when leaders do the

Stimulate interest among
from new perspectives,
-

organization,

included four hundred leaders from business,

study

Foundation and initiated

that transformational

or

Leadership development

but also achieved

education, health

group

colleagues

of the mission

was

sponsored by the

Studies. The

study

says

following:

and followers to view their work

or

vision of the team and

organization.
Develop colleagues and followers to higher levels of ability and
potential, and
Motivate colleagues and followers to look beyond their own interests
toward those that will benefit the group. (2-3)
Transformational

perspectives, goals,

leadership

moves

and attitudes within the

Waldman, and Francis

colleagues

organization.

J. Yammarino identified four

transformational leaders

and followers to have
Bmce J.

new

Avolio, David

A.

behaviors, the Four Fs of

(13-15).

Idealized Influence

Transformational leaders behave in ways that result in their
their followers. The leaders

are

are

needs of others

consistent rather than

role models for

admired, respected, and tmsted. Followers identify with

the leaders and want to emulate them.
to consider the

being

over

Among the things leaders do

their

arbitrary. They

own.

can

to eam this credit is

The leaders share risks with followers and

be counted

on

to do the

right thing.
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demonstrating high

standards of ethical and moral conduct.

and assert themselves

personal gain

Inspirational

only

They

avoid

when needed. (Transformational

by providing meaning

Enthusiasm and
in

envisioning

expectations

for

leadership 6)

Motivation

Transformational leaders behave in ways that motivate and
them

using power

optimism

and

are

challenge

displayed.

to their

inspire

followers' work. Team

those around

spirit

The leader encourages followers to be involved

attractive fiiture states. The leader creates

clearly

communicated

that followers want to meet and also demonstrates commitment to

the shared vision.

is lifted.

goals

and

(6-7)

Intellectual Stimulation

Transformational leaders stimulate their followers' efforts to be innovative and
creative
in

new

by questioning assumptions, reframing problems,

ways.

Creativity

from followers who

are

not

publicly

are

is

encouraged

encouraged

�

to

new

try

and

approaching

ideas and creative solutions

new

approaches.

old situations

are

solicited

Individual members' mistakes

criticized if they differ from the leaders' ideas.

(7)

Individualized Consideration

Transformational leaders pay
achievement and

growth by acting

developed to successively higher

as

special
coach

attention to each individual's needs for

or

mentor. Followers and

levels of potential

In contrast, Avolio and Bass

colleagues

are

(7).

explain components

of transactional

leadership:

-Contingent Reward. This constructive transaction has been found to be
reasonably effective, although not as much as any of the transformational
components in motivating others to achieve higher levels of development
and performance. With this method, the leader assigns or gets agreement
on what needs to be done, and promises rewards or actually rewards
others in exchange for satisfactorily carrying out the assignment.
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-

Management by Exception. This corrective transaction tends to be
ineffective, but it may be required in certain situations.
Management by exception may be active or passive. When active, the
leader arranges to actively monitor deviances from
standards, mistakes,
and errors in the follower's
assignments and to take corrective action as
necessary. When passive, the leader waits for deviance, mistakes, and
errors to occur and then takes corrective action.
(3-4)
more

Those components would be

instantly

However, transaction

disadvantaged to

Leadership

can

is somewhat

be

pursued

to manage

Theory
The term

networking

sharing is

motivated to followers in short-term

is

of Shared

as a

Craig
shared

a

fiituristic

leadership

leadership

are

still

Jay

study

networking

age.

leadership paradigm.

Recently,

social

generations.

Current

all types of people. One of the

major

This

leadership
issues in

leadership

is

model.

Conger confess,

period

of the 1930s

of management and

climax in the Bowers and Seashore

by themselves.

Leadership

"The

dynamics

and

quite primitive" (xi). They have researched

found that the

process in the scientific

A.

long-term plan.

lead others

leader communicates with followers. Thus, shared

L. Pearce and

historically and

a

can

in

services have offered to share information and data for all

is how

spotlighted

good follower

not unfamiliar in the social

progressing towards including

leadership

a

followers who

social infrastructure is needed to transform the

theory

make

period.

through the
leadership.

opportunities

shared

leadership

1960s testified to

These

for

phenomena

some

reached

study of mutual leadership:

Following their study of mutual leadership, however, the field once again
lost sight of shared leadership. Instead, scholars began work on several
other theoretical concepts that help to provide a rich theoretical foundation
for the emergence of the study of shared leadership today and in the
future. The period of the 1 970s through the turn of the millennium, not
counting participative goal-setting research, witnessed the development of
at least 10 conceptual foundations related to the conceptualization of
shared leadership: (a) expectation states theory, which later led to research
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team member

exchange; (b) participative decision making; (c) vertical
dyad linkage theory (later termed leader-member exchange); (d)
substitutes for leadership; (e) self-leadership; (f) self-managing work
teams; (g) foUowership; (h) empowerment; (i) shared cognition; and (j)
connective leadership. (9-10)
on

The

of shared

theory

leadership

has been

developed

transition, the leadership concept is attractive

networking
As

to

one

more

compatible
recognize

alternative

leadership

in the social

type of organization in the social transition, Korean churches should need

leadership

new

likely

with the

model. The

accept that model,

to

new

the shared

previously

as a new

In social

generations.

age.

embrace the

and is

from the old

generation

so

new

the

as a new

leadership model,

a

generation

is familiar with the

tradition-styled leadership

wine needs

a new

new

models

are

not

wineskin. In order to

discussion of the traditional

leadership

model is

established in the literature.

David L. Bradford and Allan R. Cohen introduce two kinds of leadership
heroic and post-heroic
in the

model

following

heroic leaders

leadership. They describe

as

styles:

persons who function

ways:

than anyone else what was going on in the company, in his
her department, or in the marketplace of customers, competitors, and

Know
or

more

supplier.
-

-

-

Have

greater technical expertise than any subordinate.

Be able to solve any

problem

organization.
primary responsibility for everything that the organization
department did or failed to do. (xvi)

Take

As traditional

leaders, heroic leaders know

expertise,

able to solve any

are

everything
create

an

faster and/or better than anyone in the

in their

more

problem faster,

of submission and

the

than anyone else have greater technical

and take

organizations. They attempt to

atmosphere

or

primary responsibility

for

subordinate under their control and

passivity to

the leader. The

problem

of heroic
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leadership
the team

is that it prevents the

or

group in the

sharing

organization.

of every subordinate's interactive contribution to

Bradford and Cohen

point

out

the defects of heroic

leadership:
The leader shares too little information.
Collective

problem solving is discouraged.
only one to take the larger unit perspective.
The organization has only one "sensing" unit.
Being "in charge" and alone, the leader focuses too much on control,
inhibiting initiative from below. (40-42)
The leader is the

-

In contrast, Pearce and

Shared

Conger

define

a new

model of leadership

development:

interactive influence process among
individuals in groups for which the objective is to lead one another to the
achievement of group or organizational goals or both. This influence

leadership

as a

dynamic,

process often involves peer, or lateral, influence and at other times
involves upward or downward hierarchical influence. (1)

influence relates to members of a group

Leadership

organizational goal

with interactive

partnership

�

in

or

team

achieving

an

short, "sharing the responsibility for

overall unit success."

Passivity is not tolerated. No one can say, 'That's the leader's
responsibility, not mine.' Everyone is expected to seize opportunities,
correct problems, and hold others accountable for performance. This
makes everyone a leader, responsible for initiative laterally and upward,
not just for control over those below. It enlarges the psychological
ownership of everyone. (Bradford and Cohen 15)
Jay B. Carson, Paul
an

emergent

across

team

multiple
Shared

E. Tesluk and Jennifer A. Marrone define that shared

leadership

is

as

influence
property that resuhs from the distribution of leadership

team

members

leadership

takes

(1218).

place

as

all team members

are

interactively related in

leadership:
in
leadership occurs when all members of a team are fiilly engaged
their
and guide
leadership of the team and are not hesitant to influence

Shared
the
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fellow team members in
a

Shared

whole"

highly

are

effort to

the

with individual members of a team.

increasingly composed

of members who

skilled coordination within the team may be

of individual member

maximize

potential

of the team

as

(Pearce, 48).

leadership originates

maintain, "[TJeams

an

strengths

improved

in terms of leadership"

Burke, Fiore, and Salas
are

multifunctional and

if the team takes

advantage

(Pearce and Conger, Craig L.,

105).
Pearce and Charles C. Manz suggest

leadership.

Here

are

five ways to

some

things

to avoid

apply shared leadership

improving

to enhance

shared

knowledge

in

workers:
Avoid authoritarian control of knowledge in workers.
everyone.
Don't rely too much

Encourage

on

to

any one individual in
be involved.

Empower

knowledge

creation.

everyone
Avoid the ego trap of wanting to be the top-down heroic leader.
Encourage others to step forward as leaders when they have the

key

skills and

knowledge.
Avoid hoarding power

and influence. Provide the

training

that enable others to step up to the plate.
Don't always offer your opinion first. Ask the four most
in management, "What do you think?"

The

priority

that focus

of shared

on

position,

leadership

needs to

leadership

to mind six fundamental elements of

resources

important

from traditional

leadership paradigms
organization should

to share with other leaders. Voss W. Graham

shared

leadership

words

(6)

power, and skill of leaders. However, current

aim at followers who have

team

reverse

and

to flourish in the

brings

organizational

environment:
1

.

Respect for each individual
performance.

2. Trust in each other is
3. A

common or

performance

unique to human beings.
trigger mechanism for high

factor that is

goal is the
changing environments.

shared

in

a

is the foundation of effectiveness in team
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4. Personal

accountability for results is a major
performance for individuals and teams.

contributor to

5. Effective communication drives results and increases

6.

Discipline

to

individuals.
Effective team

building

is

stay the

key to

productivity.

success

for teams and

required

to consider team members who

relationship. Therefore,

regarded

are

shared

leadership

as

is

pursued

humanity.

The church

as an

organization

members share

interactively

will

a new

experience

develop

is the master

(3-4)

friends and assistances in horizontal
to embrace

course

high

style

with

one

of shared

is

composed

of diverse teams. When team

another to achieve

leadership

and

a

goal

in

ministry,

committed

more

the church

participants

will

ministries.

When leaders share power with others,
and respect for others' abilities: "When leaders
who feel

effect is

reciprocated. People

strongly

attached to those leaders and

capable

more

a

are

help

others to grow and

and Posner

a

in

that

are more

effectively carrying

out their

287).

leader needs to understand that followers

organization,

develop,

of influencing their leaders

leader. Followers ask their leader to share with power,
to build an efficient

demonstrating profound trust

committed to

responsibilities. They own their jobs" (Kouzes
I believe that

they

are

able to lead their

responsibility,

leader needs to decentralize their

and

spirit,

leadership

hi order

resources.

Theory of Super leadership

Group-based environments
evolved to customize
demands

new

leadership,

leadership

in

today's organizations

not for

a

have been

leader. Followers become

for their leader. Thus,

new

a

continuously
leader who

models of leadership attempt to gear
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up with the

new

isolate in the

trendsetting.

new

In contrast, the classical

leadership paradigm

leadership paradigm.

Many leaders

and

professions

affirm that heroic

clash with team-oriented and

post-modem organization.

leadership: Beyond the Myth

of Heroic

leadership style.

Their

this

opinion, charismatic

era.

essences

In their

among

Even

within

question begins

people,

appropriate image

of the

though

organization

but

Leadership,"
from how

adopt

circumstance, while leadership
and Katrin assert

hierarchical

In

an

leadership

has

more

leadership patterns

article entitled

leadership

model is

this heroic

figure

as

a new

appropriated

in

leadership

of the leader the most

Is there another model?"

(18).

survived, today's leadership development
than old

styled leadership paradigms.

team-oriented systems and stmctures for the
must go

"Super

Manz and Sims introduce

organizational leader of today?

continues to demand
to

a

or

and heroic could be identified

they question, "[I]s

traditional

organizations attempt

Joyce

becomes to

beyond

the

why organizations

New

new

organizational change.

need

a new

model of leadership

today:

recognize that effectiveness in living systems of
depend on individual, heroic leaders but rather on
relationships
in a system of interdependencies at
embedded
leadership practices
different levels within the organization. This has ushered in an era of what
is often called 'post-heroic' or shared leadership, a new approach intended
to transform organizational practices, stmctures, and working
relationships." (qtd. in Pearce and Conger 21)
New models of leadership

does not

Thus, the super leadership model is designed
between leaders and followers who

are

to create

horizontal lines of communication

able to institute

a

team-based culture in

organization.
Manz and Sims

themselves"

clarify the

definition of super

{New Super leadership 4). This model

leadership

as

concerns a new

"leading

others to lead

form of leadership:
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That is

designed to provide the self-leadership within each person. This
perspective suggests a new measure of a leader's strength one's ability
to maximize the contributions of others
through recognition of their right
to guide their own destiny, rather than the leader's
ability to bend the will
of others to his or her own. The challenge for an
organization is to
understand how to go about bringing out the wealth of talent that each
employee possesses. Many still operate under a quasi -military model that
encourages conformity and adherence rather than one that emphasizes
how leaders can lead others to lead themselves.
("Super leadership", 1819)
�

The role of a leader is not

for

self-development

have

potential

the traditional

to

only to

lead the

and achievement.

be leaders.

relationship

perspectives

The strong

man.

between leaders and followers.

situations. With

This

organization. They

Manz and Sims

super leader

style highlights

on

are

primary

authority

is

make decisions and create favorable

and courage,

source

the strong man, the

(Wren 214).

they

leaders whose power stems

the

classify and analyze

the leaders' power. Leaders'

organization. They can

superior strength, skill,

the workers. The focus is
the

leadership,

hero, and the

very exclusive within the

leadership concept beyond

a new

leadership. They are simply called

on

transactor, the visionary

but also to encourage individuals

Therefore, leaders recognize that their followers

Super leadership provides

In order to understand super

historical

organization,

can

deliver firm commands to

primarily from

their

position

in

of wisdom and direction. Subordinates

simply comply.
The transactor''^

emphasis

is

increasingly placed

(i.e., exchange of rewards for work performed)
tasks. This
the

leadership type

ability to provide

is

pursued

rational

exchange approach

in order to get workers to

to achieve

rewards for the followers'

on a

goals.

complete

their

The leader's power stems from

accomplishments.

The

source

of wisdom
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and direction still rests with the

leaders, while subordinates will tend

to

take

a

calculative

view of their work.
The

visionary hero. This leadership type focuses

highly motivating
the

source

and

absorbing

an

organization. Followers,

leaders'

visions. The vision is the leader's

of his power. Followers desire to

the leaders themselves. Once

on a

again,

leaders

at least in

participate
are

theory,

ability

to create

highest priority

in the vision and

are

and

engaged by

the foundation of wisdom and direction in

should be committed both to the vision and

to their leaders.

The fmal view of leadership is that of the super leader. Leaders become super

�

they possess

the

strength

abilities of the followers
to encourage

communicate

beyond position

development

for the

(self-leaders)

equip

by helping

�

who surround them. This

the followers to become self-leaders. The

achievements and
the

and wisdom of many persons

to unleash the

leadership

model seeks

priority of leadership

is to

and power. The leaders encourage followers to reach their

them with skills for individual tasks. These methods will lead to

of self-leadership and then their contributions will be

fully advantageous

organization.
Table 2.2 is introduced to

have been

changed by the

the need of their

leadership types

stream of times. In my

community

and

in four types. The

leadership patterns

view, effective leaders should recognize

organization by the generation.
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Table 2.2. Four

Types

Strong
Focus

Type

of

of Leaders

Man

�

Commands

�

Position

Transactor
Rewards

�

SuperLeader

�

Visions

�

Self-leadership

�

Relational/inspirati

�

Shared

�

Mostly followers (selfleaders) and then leaders

�

Commitment based

Rewards

�

authority

power

Hero

Visionary

onal

Source of

leader's

�

Leader

�

Leader

wisdom

�

Fear-based

�

Calculative

and

compliance

�

Leader

�

Emotional

compliance

direction

Followers'

commitment based

response

on

leader's vision
�

�

�

Interactive

�

goal setting
Contingent
personal

Direction
command

Typical

�

leader

behaviors

�

Assigned
goals

The

contingency
new

of different

is to be

weighed

Sims state that

as an

on

ahemate

self-leadership

to exert influence over

themselves"

Inspirational
persuasion

the

leadership

(21). Therefore,

themselves. The super leader

"the

about the

leadership

of current

the

advantage

Developing selfleadership through reward
& constructive reprimand
Promoting self-leading
Facilitating a selfleadership culture

advantages

and the

theories have evolved

leadership has

been raised

If super

twenty-first century,

of

They

define

one

implements

is what

people

as a

Manz and

self-leadership
we

do to lead

who leads others to lead

a

by

leadership

behaviors, thoughts, and feelings that

Self-leadership

and

Modeling self-leadership
Creating positive thought

organizations.

model for the

SuperLeader is

designs

us

Those

must be taken

on

effective

teams
�

changes

ourselves.

�

from the past, super

"an extensive set of strategies focused
use

Exhortation

�

leadership styles.

based

�

�

models have told

upgraded

an

patterns

on

leader's values

Contingent
reprimand

�

and have been

leadership model,

leader's vision

Emphasis

�

reward

Reprimand

previous leadership

disadvantages

�

material

n
�

�

Communication of

�

Contingent

Intimidatio

Becoming
self-leader

reward
�

on

ownership

by

system that allows and teaches

as
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employees

to be

leadership

from

self-leaders."
a

networking based organization. Followers

share information and
their

leadership

(23). Super leadership is necessary

leadership

with leaders.

and communicate their

and

to transform traditional

employees

Therefore, leaders make

leadership

an

are

able to

effort to open

with followers:

The main

objective of Super leadership is to stimulate and facilitate selfleadership capability and practice and fiirther, to make the self-leadership
process the central target of extemal influence. Self-leadership gives a
great opportunity to achieve high performance rather than as a threat to
extemal control and authority. (25)
Manz and Sims assert that the

followers to

core

explore self-challenge

become self-leaders and under the

value of super

leadership

and self-confidence

guidance

is

designed to

by themselves.

of their super leader,

allow

These followers

they too become

super

leaders. The purpose of a super leader is to make followers into effective self-leaders.
Manz and Sims

provide

Step
Step
Step
Step
Step
Step
Step

1

to achieve this

goal:

Becoming a Self-Leader
Modeling Self-Leadership
Encouraging Self-Set Goals
Create Positive Thought Patterns
Develop Self-Leadership through Reward
Reprimand
Promote Self-Leadership
^Facilitate a Self-Leadership (23-30)

3

�

�

�

5

6
7

�

and Constmctive

�

�

A super leader also has

mention:

steps

�

2
4

seven

some

distinctive characteristics that Manz and Sims

they:
Listen

and talk less.

questions and give fewer answers.
Foster learning from mistakes, not fear of consequences.
Encourage problem solving by others rather than solving problems
Ask

-

more

more

for

others.
-

-

-

-

Share information rather than hoard it.

Encourage creativity, not conformity.
Encourage teamwork and collaboration, not destmctive competition.
Foster independence and interdependence, not dependence.
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Develop

committed

self-leaders, not compliant followers.
Lead others to lead themselves, not to be under the control of others.
Establish organizational structures that support self-leadership, such as

self-managing teams,
-

virtual teams, distance working.
through the Intranet and Internet that will

Establish information systems

support self-leadership.
Establish

holistic

self-leading
(New Super leadership 13-14)
a

Self-leadership effectively
possible

to be

able to create

a

enhances the

leader in the information and

technology

followers to share information with

opportunities

"It also

throughout

self-learning

provides

to

such

colleagues

provide leadership

the

model

social

as

and

organization.

of followers

knowledge-oriented era.

self-leadership using the Super leadership

followers because information

many

culture

are

making

Leaders who

able to

But

are

disciple

networking systems

companions.

it

enables

also, leaders get

with the system. Manz and Sims mention, that

the tools for leaders to be able to create this

self-leadership

in others."

{New Super leadership 29).

Leadership
Confucianism is
In

a

in the Korean Church

cultural and social foundation

fact, the cultural majority has been maintained

dynasty.

Since then, Confucianism has become

politics,

and

spirittaahty.

The

Spirit

over

an

of the Chosun

throughout

the Korean

many centuries since the

peninsula.
Goguryo

essential part of Korean culture,

dynasty (AD 1392-1910)

was

based

on

Confucianism.

Confucianism is

a

kind of oriental axiom that deals with the conservative

proprieties regarding^zve relationships: ruler/subject, father/son, older/younger,
of Confucianism
husband/wife, and friend/friend. Myungseon Oh details the influence
the

development

of Korean culture:

on
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Confucian ethics is

mainly based
characteristic of Confucianism is

hierarchy relationship. The distinctive
patriarchy: the idea that younger should
of
elder,
placing greater importance on the ruler
on

give precedence to the
than the ruled, and that a man is better than a woman. Due to
such
influences of Confucianism, Koreans tend to define all human

relationships in terms of superior versus subordinate, the ruler versus the
ruled, including gender and age. Such authoritarian persuasion permeates
throughout the society, h particularly manifests in organizations in the
following ways: in reigning over people, in being conscious of special
authority, in abusing that authority, in obeying blindly, and etc. (132)
These lessons became the foundation of Confiician

relationship
1910).

was

in which the social

confirmed among the social classes in the Chosun

Under this Confucian

Confucian

society

institution, the traditional

structure

dynasty (AD

1392-

determined

by the

was

teaching:

[The whole society was sharply divided into camps,] the Yang-ban and
Sang-nom, meaning the class of nobility and the class of low birth
respectively. The Yang-ban had plenty of opportunities to be promoted to
govemment officialdom, but the Sang-nom had none. The butchers,
craftsmen, and tenant farmers constituted the Sang-nom class. The Yangbans status and property were inherited by their descendants. In the olden
days the order of occupational preference in Korea was first the scholar,
then the famer, next the technician, and finally the tradesman. (Hong,
Harolds. 175)
'

Thus, the Chosun dynasty

chungin (middle people),
outlined
church

hierarchy

was

the

of Korean

divided into four social classes: the yangban

society

leadership. "Christianity was

was

influenced

by the

has influenced the state of leadership in Korean

introduced to Koreans who lived under the strict

social stratification system

as

This Confucian system has continued to influence

culture and social traditions have
church leaders

are

only

the

sangmin (commoners), and the ch 'onmin (lowest class). The

mles of the ban, sang, and ch 'on system of social stratification"
church

(nobility),

never

been

changed.

familiar with hierarchical

(Kim, 312). The

well.

today's

Korean

In the Korean

leadership

Korean

and the

generation.

The

church, today's

top-down system.
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Tom

Younghyun Hwang

the Confucian authoritarian
Some

asserts

the Korean church leader has been influenced

leadership style:

leadership styles

that have been

practiced in the church by the
contradictory to biblical principles.
example, an authoritarian leadership style hinders the development of
sound Christianity in Korea. The Korean church
leadership model is
based
on
the
belief
that
the
is
commissioned by God
generally
pastor
similar to a priest in the Old Testament. (51)

Korean church leader appear to be

Church leaders

sense

they

are

are

authorized to

regarded

as

the

unilaterally rule

over

church

spiritual

than

and biblical

laypeople. Thus,

their

interpreters

apostleship

are

whose

appropriate.

leadership

has been

qualified

conservative pastors believe that hierarchical

In other

words,

Korean church

leadership

God and the

authorized to

This notion, however, could allow Korean pastors to

Unfortunately,

organization because

only spiritual mediator between

Moreover, the congregation recognizes that clergy only

theological professionals

by

is

For

in

a

laypeople.

serve as

more

inspired

in church

and

orthodoxy.

monopolize leadership.

relationships

in church

has been dominated

are

by both

Western traditions of clericalism and the eastern tradition of Confucianism.
Dr. Mun

Jang

Lee

strongly asked

that "Is Korean church

"Does Korean church has

Christianity's identity?" (70).

influenced Korean church

leadership

structure in

really

Christian?"

(70),

He asserts Confucian culture has

negative ways:

church, church leaders need to be aware
of problems of leadership, embedded in Confiician hierarchy.
Congregations consider the distinctions of pastor, elder, deacon, and lay
In the chronic structure of Korean

inheritance of the Confucian

like traditional class division. This is

an

system (ban-sang system) that is

relevant

period.

Rather, church

Chnst.

(71)

leadership

not

to

apply in the postmodern
leadership of Jesus

pursues the servant
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The

Korean-styled hierarchy system

congregations but
for

a new

the young

Christian

in the church has taken control of Korean

generation is engaged in the post-modem world gives hope

leadership paradigm.

The inheritance of Confucianism leads
pastors in the Korean church to utilize
authoritarian

leadership.

Jeom Sik Ahn

authoritarian consciousness is very
consciousness is also apparent in

[T]he

root

points

out

that the unchristian

practice

of the

prevalent in the Korean church. This authoritarian

today's

Korean

society:

of authoritarian consciousness also

mingles with Shamanism
by military govemment. Patriarchy
hierarchy still remains as the accepted tradition in the Korean church.
There is no clear distinctive hierarchy and order because Koreans have
lived by the Confucian social system. (75-76)
and Confucianism and is enhanced

Tradition and culture is

a

has

authoritarian

positively accepted

significant

issue of the Christian church. The Korean church

leadership

without biblical and

theological

verification.

Young-Gi Hong also
in

a

describes Korean pastors who abuse the power of leadership

negative light:
The Confucian

morality

of hierarchy has also been

familism and authoritarianism.

a

negative

force in

be defined

as the
(Familism
the immediate family, kinsmen, the geographical origin
of one's birth and rearing, and school ties.) These negative forces were
manifested in the culture of the Korean church as the spirit that is centered
on the local church and on the hierarchy of the church. This church culture
also, as a side effect, has led to overemphasis on the power of the pastor.
(197)

producing
sense of loyalty to

The Korean church is

currently under harsh

Hierarchical

organization

the younger

generation.

and authoritative

can

criticism because of church

leadership

no

longer

Conservative leaders do not allow

seem

laypeople

leadership.

to be effective for

to

participate

in
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leadership.

The

generation believes

new

that church

leadership

must

be distributed to the

congregation.
Influenced

position

by Confucianism,
of power and

as a source

predominantly

in

a

decision

relationships

traditionally

making, regulation

that

authority.

disrupt

church

church

leadership

leadership

are cause

relationships
the

Actually,

determined

as a

prefer to keep

relationships

simple

development.

For

example,

congregation,

role in

are

with

a

to consider the critical need for biblical

in this

the

co-worker of the

top-down system

to a

ministry.

shared

acknowledges

a

slightly

aspects (e.g.,
distant

lack of

leadership

qualitative

questions, questionnaire,

that the

Pastors need to make

leadership

and

research

an

appropriately,
congregation

effort to

a new

should be

change

from

team in the Korean church.

Research

I conducted

some

era.

model needs to be launched that

as a

within the

the church is not able prepare for

For the church to maintain its effectiveness and to minister

affirmed

are

because of church tradition. The limitations of such patterns of

corresponding leadership patterns

leadership

their

in the Korean church

of behavior). However, these

communication between the pastor and
new

Most

cultural hierarchic system.

Korean church have been

quick

many Korean pastors still

Design

design by

three research methods: structured-

and semi-structured interview, with self-administered test for

pretest and posttests.
For data

determined the

collection,

change

a

of the

semi-structured interview

participant's leadership

was

in

conducted and the data

knowledge and attitude.

I wrote
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and collected all data and

interviews

searching

analyzed

the

transcripts

and handwritten semi -structured

for patterns.

Summary
In this

shared

chapter,

leadership.

and the

Apostle

I

I

presented

the

expounded upon

Paul

as

biblical, theoretical, and cultural foundations for

shared

biblical foundations.

leadership,

and the

influence of Confucianism

biblically, theoretically,

theory

was

and

of super

described. In

culturally,

which I will be introduced to reinstall

in the Triune

Concerning the

God, Moses, Jesus,

theoretical foundation, I

of leadership, transformational

explained leadership paradigms, types
of shared

leadership

super

leadership.

leadership, theory

As to the cultural foundation, the

reviewing literature of shared leadership

leadership

leadership

as a new

model of leadership,

in the Korean church and the CKPC.
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CHAPTER 3

METHODOLOGY
Problem and

in the Korean church has been

Leadership hegemony
authoritarian

church

top-down leadership types,

or

growth.

The pastor is

usually positioned

as

that

regarded

New

equalitarian
traditional

an

generations

structure

leadership

unchanged

as

are

clergy

and

the CEO

laity

networking

structure. In the Korean

authoritarian

or

has been distorted

leadership style.

age.

seems

Confucianism's authoritarian
church

leadership

and hierarchical

to

be

Hence, they tend

class among all classes in

a

Now

culturally

a

struggle

leadership

Senior leaders of the Korean church still

patterns because their authoritarian, dogmatic,

legitimated

in Secerdotalism. However,
in

systems

church

leadership.

and the
to

new

At the

same

new

the

reject

a

styles.
influenced

describes

senior pastor is

structure

prefer to

or

by

today's
an

Korean

unbiblical

always

in the top

(83-84).

maintain traditional

leadership

dictatorial leadership types have been

generations

to

appears to exist between the

historically

in the church demand to

ministry. Their efforts make change possible

participate
m

and

he argues, that

Korean church

relationship

social and cultural

writes, "The Korean church is taken ill by

system." Furthermore,

laity is

church, growth has declined recently due

leadership style. Sung Ueok Jung

structure. He

by

organization

leaders and followers within the church because of a clash in
The Korean church

to Korean

The traditional

employees.

or

strongly

chairman of the church. The

familiar with democratic

of the social

primarily occupied by

which has contributed

pastor's subordinates

in the Korean church between

changes.

Purpose

in

transforming traditional

time, young pastors

are

interested in

sharing
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ministry

with

lay leaders.

The

new

seeks to

leadership

bring

these reforms to the Korean

church.
Now Cheo-Eum Korean

is

one

team

of the

is

major projects

looking

theories and materials

super

of their church

for effective

leadership

are

Church considers that

Presbyterian

resources

and

lacking. Therefore,

may indicate how traditional

When the

leadership training

the

In

leadership

program is

aim at decentralized and democratic

of shared

can

effectively

organization

In

opposition to

the cultural

norm.

This shared

leadership

in

place

for

leadership

based

by the

new.

resulting leadership system

to

a

on

will

team-sharing

curb their

will be based

on

leadership

and seek to build up to

leadership

leadership

be transformed

addition, young leaders will take opportunities

organization.

transition

current Christian

fact,

project

for CPKC and other Korean churches, the

development

The church

development plans.
strategies.

leadership

authority

in

the model in

Chapter 2.
I

explored the subject

implement

for

revealed the

of shared

applying leadership development

advantages

of shared

The purpose of this

leadership

study was

of a selected leader's group,

on

super

leadership

as an

in the CKPC. The outcome of the

as an

to measure

apphcable

the

change

study

model in CKPC.

in attitudes and

utihzing shared leadership based

model within the Cheo-Eum Korean
Korea.

based

leadership

on

the

Presbyterian Church (CKPC)

knowledge

Super leadership

of Bucheon

City,
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Research Questions
The
and

following

knowledge

the super

research

and conduct

a

questions

were

used to

leadership training program

model at Cheo-Eum Korean

leadership

measure

for shared

Presbyterian

leadership

current

leadership

attitude

based

on

Church.

Research Question #1
What attitude and

Christian

knowledge,

Cheo-Eum Korean

leadership patterns, presently

A survey instrument

was

exist?

conducted to

measure

knowledge under the present leadership pattern
answered

through

a

Church related to

Presbyterian

the

lay

leader's attitude and

in the CKPC. This

pre-test with the selected participants

as

well

question

as

was

in interviews with

pastors and lay leaders from the CKPC. After analyzing the existing model of lay

leadership,

discussions

demonstrate shared
Based

style

and

on

were

held to

leadership

this

question,

revisiting the major

based

challenge
on

applied

in

affect their

participants regarding
of such

a

leadership

leadership

leadership
the

leadership

model.

reexamining their leadership

issues of leadership in order to envision

ministry.

examining this research question:

and behavior of church

leadership

the super

I assisted church leaders in

theoretical alternative to current church

were

church leaders to open their minds and

Some

a

biblical and
and interviews

practical questions

What is the current

attitude, knowledge,

that exists in the CKPC? How does their

in their church? What

existing leadership pattern?

model? Who is the

key

leader in

What type of leadership model do church leaders

are

perspective

of

the attitudes of the

What

charge

are

the

strengths

of the church

prefer to implement?

or

weakness

ministry?

What do the

lay
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leaders think about the
understand shared

Research

participation
on

leadership

model of leadership? Have

based

on

changes
in

in attitude and

Super leadership

focused

a

knowledge

learning program
for

Super leadership principles

Presbyterian

about

or

do

they

model?

study

of a selected leader's group,

utihzmg

training process,

existing leadership

place

as a

resuh of

for shared

training

leadership

selected group of leaders at Cheo-Eum Korean

shared

The super

leadership

model

a

super

Super leadership
in CKPC. Their

of the

was

introduced

In the survey, I

questionnaires

learning program,

a

leadership

(CKPC) of Bucheon City,

leadership

to

analyze

model that

as a new

the needs of the

provided

a

good

one

innovative method that will
fit for the next

the selected group initiated
a new

attitudes, knowledge, and behavior
to

the super

knowledge

attitudes and behaviors.

models that tried to estabhsh

leadership paradigm

on

participants

transition from the old authoritarian model to

beginning

in attitudes and

based

Church

I asked the selected

model. I then initiated

change

leadership

Presbyterian

opportunity to change their leadership

effectively

of leadership

to measure the

was

model within the Cheo-Eum Korean
Korea. In the

a

have taken

Church?

The purpose of this

At the

the

they heard

Question #2

What

based

existing

generation.

self-leadership

and

lay leadership development program

were

transformed from

a

hierarchical

Super leadership concept.

primarily utilized

to answer this

question,

hi

the results of the pretest and posttest

answering

this research

question,

the level of
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receptivity to understanding,
needs of a

new

the openness to

model of leadership

I conducted the pretest in

were

super

and the

leadership,

discovered.

preliminary meetings

and F, I collected their

Appendixes D, E,

implementing

answers.

before orientation.

Appendix

F

was

Using

examined

by

individual interview.
Curriculum for

conducting the leadership training

literatures, biblical apphcation, and successful
conducted for the

program

studies (see

case

briefly described

Appendix G)

hi

transformation

exploring

changes occurred

by

interviews and

this research

question,

ministry of these

in the

Research

some

specific questions

attitudes and

were

asked: What

leaders? What kinds of difficulties

implementing the

C).

super

as

well

as

leadership

cope with these cultural barriers?

the elements of the

knowledge

leadership

training

that

the

training

knowledge.

effective in

changing

leadership

for

were

based

on

essential for transformation of the

I assumed that the selected group had

never

leadership development. Therefore, I attempted to

material, illustrating successful

in four weeks.

most

model?

leaders' attittides and
educational

were

related to the concept and practice of shared

Three elements of the education process

teaching

were

B and

Question #3

What

super

they

participants'

questionnaires (see Appendixes

cultural barriers did the church leaders encounter in
model? How did

were

participants.

After all sessions, I administered the posttest and measured

leadership

that

cases, and

connecting to

a

received

focus

bibhcal

on

approach
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First, I introduced the group
first session of the whole
understand how

traditional

a new

training

to the theoretical basis of shared

program. The

leadership concept

is necessary to

leadership paradigm. Therefore,

to deal with the drawbacks of current

studies

effectively

leadership concept. Also,
in information

technology

study

needs to be

leadership

a

case

biblical foundation

applied

to

participants'

in the church

triune God shared his

Timothy, Titus,

gives

was

limitations of the

knowledge

could be effective

studies. The

case

studies

to embrace the shared

model

leadership

as a

of the shared

success

community

groups that

beyond the

was

current

critical for

current

leadership

leadership

model

very similar to

clergy-oriented setting.

recognizing why

shared

leadership

attitudes, knowledge, and behaviors. Shared

related to biblical

leadership

Paul also shared his

models. The

authority and

leadership

with

and Barnabas. For this reason, the biblical foundation of the

spiritual

model.

fiituristic

are

among three persons. Moses shared his

(Exod. 1 8:21-22).

the leaders

provided

studies enabled individuals to envision the

theoretically

authority

raised judges for Israel

program

illustrated the

of leadership distribution

Lastly,

participants

and in social based

their church environments. The

possibilities

case

introduced the shared

the

opportunity to

leadership.

solid evidence and motivation for the

case

an

overcome

the theoretical

Second, the lesson reviewed successful

The

had

participants

for the

leadership

motivation

to initiate

change

people

like

training

in their attitudes and

behaviors.
Based

a

on

these elements, I conducted

a

semi-structured interview

formalized checklist and informal communication. Also,

a

personal

to

acquire both

interview

was

made
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examining the effectiveness
Group-focused

interviews

of certain

were

elements, and determining the insufficient factors.

useful in

measuring their leadership development.

Participants
A selected group

leaders and

one

participated

in

leader

inside the

gathered

as a

peer

pastor under the age of 40 and

parish

or

education

(cell group meeting

church),

was

one

limited to

outside

worship leader,

a

leadership

group

comprised

of five

lay

pastor under the age of 30 who

departments.

in the program

Participation
parish

was

and

church),
a

lay leaders
a

in each

life group leader

lay director

in the church

department.

A

(life sharing group

were

selected for the

research.
A

co-pastor needed

to

participate

CKPC who manages K-12, and

They must
A director

or

be

qualified

college

in the group,

an

education administrator of

students.

and recommended

by

the

core

leadership

team of CKPC.

pastor in each department nominated outstanding lay leaders, and then the

CLT selected and

qualified

I restricted

a

one

of the nominees

as a

number of participants in the

volunteers who served for

lay

groups and

as

participant of the research

learning program.

education leaders

was

program.

The age group of the

limited to fewer than

40.

Design
I used the

of the

Study

following instrumentation, pilot test,

and variables to conduct the

study.
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Instrumentation
I used various methods and tools to

structured

questions, questionnaires,

gather

my data, pretest and posttest,

and semi-structured interviews

were

utilized in my

research.

My

structured

leadership through

Research

leadership knowledge
I

questions analyzed the survey participants' knowledge of church

in

Question #1.1 created questions that measured their

depth.

applied semi-structured interviews

Semi-structured interviews in

unexpected
efficient in

answers

a

research methods

group conference and individual

were

questionnaires for Research Question
are

helpful

and

openly

in

meetings

confidently.

The

in which the individuals

questionnaires

determining their leadership

#2.

useful to learn of any

and allow for flexible responses in the posttest. The interview

able to state their feedback

Question #2

qualitative

and

was

were

in Research

transformation

as a

statistical

result.

Semi-structured interview for Research
interview

through

questions

that examined both the

the individual responses of each

focused interviews

were

effective in

Question

positive

participant

and

#3 utilized

negative

personal-focused

factors and results

among the research group.

gaining objective

results and data in

Group-

common.

Variables

The
shared

independent variables

leadership

in the super

presentations.

project were

leadership

month. In the process, I covered

instruments and

of this

a

training

classes based

on

model. 1 conducted the four seminars within

variety

The

the four

of subject matter with diverse

dependent

variable of this research

pedagogical

was

the overall

one
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leadership transformation
behaviors in shared
and

Reliability

of the selected

leadership

validity

as

five Korean

possible.

super

attitudes, knowledge, and

leadership.

of the surveys and interview

Presbyterian Church, Atlanta
at

on

in

Validity

I tested the

given to

based

participants

Their

to evaluate

linguistic

questions

and cultural

of the

questions

was

Vision Korean

validity.

immigrant church members comparable

understanding

at

The test

in their abilities

was

as

nearly

clearly determined.

Data Collection
I utilized

qualitative

semi-structured interviews

and

quantitative

were

was

significant to

results after the

training

Questionnaires

knowledge
The

Research

The program

and structured

The

with

collection,

gain comprehensive

course.

took the test

began

data

#2 and #3. The

Questions

collect their various reflections and

The research location

meeting.

by

questions

were

necessary to collect their

and attitudes in both the pretest and posttest

participants

qualitative

effective to collect the information, most often without

the benefit of statistical support followed
interview

data collection. In

was

prior to the

were

monitored

quantitative

sessions and

the conference

short orientation

a

proceedings

once

as

room

again

in CKPC,

a

data collection.

after the

training.

Bucheon-city,

along with introductions,

by

leadership

recording machine,

Korea.

before the first class

note

taking,

and

memory.
I conducted the pretest

post-test information in the

was

same

in the church,

Bucheon-city,

place. Participants

were

the

Korea. I accumulated the

same

in all sessions.
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Data
I conducted structured
to collect data

useful to

group

measure

through

by identifying
measure

through pretest

questions, questionnaires, and semi-structured interviews
and posttest. hi

hi

quantitative data, struchired questions

what kind of leadership theories and

the pretest. I determined their current
what

leadership

models

participants' cognitive

session, hi

Analysis

were

in the research

leadership knowledge

currently

and behavioral

practices existed

in

use.

were

and

Questionnaires

practice

were

able to

leadership changes throughout the

addition, statistical data illustrated the leadership change of the participants.

qualitative data, semi-structured interviews

information and data from the

framing program.

All data

was

leadership
obtained

ensure

able to discover undefined

transformation of the

participant through

through recording machine,

memory. All data from the semi-structured interviews

studied for patterns. To

were

objectivity,

I

were

incorporated

note

taking,

the

and

analyzed, transcribed,

and

all the data from the individual

interviews and the group interviews.
Ethical Procedures
I limited the

confidentially

at all

use

of information

times, and I

gave

copies

preserved the anonymity

participant.

I

participants

to

gathered

in this

to

track individual

study itself

I exercised

questionnaires by asking

Respondents provided

numbers and the first letter of their mothers' maiden
me

to the

of the transcribed interviews to each

of respondents to

code the response forms.

instructions allowed

case

changes

names.

without

their identification

Compliance with these
breaching anonymity.
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CHAPTER 4
FINDINGS
The

of the

findings

study

Leadership Training Program
attempted

to answer the three

1 What attitude and
.

Cheo-Eum Korean
2. What

leadership

as a

on

implementation

Cheo-Eum Korean

knowledge concerning

the

changes,

and assessment of the

Church. The research

Presbyterian

Christian

if any, in the attitude and

result of participating in the
on

leadership presently

perception

exist at

of Christian

Leadership Training Program

Super leadership principles

for shared

among the leaders at Cheo-Eum Korean

Church?

knowledge related to

training

the concept and

were

most

effective in

changing

practice of shared leadership

the attitude and

based

on

Super

model?
Problem and

Korean churches

hierarchical

are

faced with

leadership system,

historically widely accepted
solely dedicated

to

Bucheon-City,

Purpose

leadership crisis.

The authoritarian and

by Confucianism

and

in Korean traditional culture. These

dictatorship,

has been

leadership types

were

growth.

Presbyterian

South Korea. The

leadership.

a

influenced

numerical church

Cheo-Eum Korean

church

the

following questions:

3. What elements of the

leadership

based

Presbyterian Church?

were

leadership based
Presbyterian

at

were

Church is ranked

leadership style

as one

of the

of CKPC is the

largest

same as

churches in

traditional
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Leadership
who

began to

to the

rapid

equipping
have any

transition has been

encouraged by new residents

rush to the church. Church

church

and

training the lay leaders

deemed insufficient to
This research

for

was

designed to

launch

and

understanding.

The

leadership

is

a

leadership.

recommended

as

leadership program.

a new

was

I measured

attitudes, knowledge,

based

model that focuses

on

on

how

the super
a

leader

participated

Participants

in this

project: eight lay leaders

by their various department pastors

Team at the church. The

participants gathered

for

and

a

and

assigned to

one

pastor.

the Core

weekly leadership

for the duration of four weeks.

diversity

in

The group

the selected group

was

difficult to

comprised of four parish leaders,

teachers fi-om the education
served

have been

team-based culture.

a

Nine church members

The

Christian

of this program

Profiles of the

training course

framework for

a new

leadership programs

of the selective group in

primary resource

model, super

empowers followers in

four thousand. Due

properly train lay leaders.

analyzed leadership transformation

Leadership

over

people

leadership development. However, they did not

and materials. Current

and

They were

has reached

growth, the senior pastor and elders considered

leadership resources

leadership

population

and young

teachers in the

department,

Sunday school

and

one

adjust

in

focusing

two small group

on

the

leaders,

Super

two

co-pastor. Three of the parish leaders

and the church's

youth

group

(see Figure 4.1).
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Figure

built to

with the

were

guidance

Their
that then

groups'

primarily

group leaders

leaders tended to another

serve

taught to

opportunity to

and

disciple

changes

in the

the young unmarried congregants. The small

undeveloped.

leadership

of the

leadership

teachings

changes

core

in their

ministry

professional

leadership

in CKPC.

and

group. He

lay participants

experienced to

was

lead

lay

was

how the

were

convicted

leadership

is to

goal

and

leadership

see

of

elementary, junior,

only pastor of the

followers and

an

for church education is

in terms of church

serving high school students

given

would affect the

Ministry

future leaders. The

than

on

I

participants.

school students grow into elders and deacons. The

equipped

data

in this program, the two education leaders

examine how

educated and

well

Small groups in CKPC

draw connections between their life and biblical

independently operated to develop
high

demographic.

skills seemed to be awkward and

others. Church education is

was

Pastor: 1

participation in this project would measure valuable

By participating

more

�

(PL): 4

of a church manual.

leadership

program enacts

and

Parish Leader

4.1. Number of participants.

The small

were

�

was

parish

group

leadership.

involved in the
leaders.

was

He

ministry
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�

Number

35+'s

Figure

leaders

4.2.

Age

As I

described, this project had

were

in group.

an

age hmit between 20 and 40. Four of the

unmarried and the other four leaders

unmarried leaders

were

were

married, including the pastor. The

younger than 30 and the married leaders

were

between the ages

of 30 and 46.
All small group leaders consisted of unmarried leaders because the group

organized
were

for the unmarried

portion

of the

congregation.

The group leaders therefore

selected from that group. The oldest member of the group

serve as a

leader. Parish groups

neighborhood
Since the

or

parishes

was

made up of married

district. These groups met
met

part. Education leaders
the group

are

during the day,
were

men

couples

was

usually

within

leadership

visionary leader (see Figure 4.2).

a

selected to

particular

weekly usually sometime during the day.
did not attend these

meetings

unmarried and their age ranged from 25

36 years old. His

was

was

pursued to

be

a

for the most

to 30. The

pastor of

transformational and
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Most of the

participants

were

female except for the pastor. Two

exist for this imbalance. First, many of the male leaders
constraints.

According to

they were only

available

the Church
on

years.

participants

reflects

Traditionally,

Confucianism and
In CKPC

women

had

no

opportunity to

military values,

history,

female

women.

Ministry Leadership Team,

1 believe the

changes

leadership

mainly composed

within

disparity between

society

as a

whole.

participants.

a

leadership

ten

roles in the church

culture, heavily influenced by

women

has been

of female leaders (see

4.3. Gender of

obtain

Korean

did not allow

and the revitalization of lay groups in CKPC.

Figure

not available due to time

fact, female lay leaders in CKPC have been rapidly increasing for the last

because of the cultural biases towards

are

Team and

Sunday mornings. Secondly,

the number of male and female
In

Leadership

were

major reasons

to

key

participate

as

church leaders.

factor in church

Therefore, parish and small

development

group leaders

Figure. 4.3)

�

Male

�

Female
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�

1 -5 years

�

5-10 years

Over 1 1 years

Figure

4.4.

Participants'

years of church

Overall, the participants
of the

participants

were

and Christian vocations
In the

interview,

on

were

fully influenced

parents. Others converted
their

were

experience

to

Christianity

this

According

to the

as

disciplined

the

to

senior

lay

only had

as a

parish

leadership training program (see Figure 4.5).

group

(see Figure 4.4).
seemed to be

than five year's

equipped to

leadership

leadership experience

leader for

data, all participants

core

influenced from the faith of their

more

six months

from Christian families.

leaders and

participants

had

spiritual foundation

beheve in CKPC and all

began

at adolescence

practice. Eight people

in CKPC. One person

church.

than ten years of experience. Five

they were naturally

However, that person previously served

previous

and

positioned

leadership experience,

instmct other leaders in

more

I found that their families

members of the church. Therefore,

on

average had

bom and raised in Christian famihes. Their

parents of the five participants

Based

experience.

were

over

at CKPC.

five years in

a

qualified to participate

in
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Figure

4.5.

place

to

Figure 4.6,

leaders had

no

attitudes and behaviors had

project

a

leadership

in CKPC. The pastor had

training. Lay

this

1-5 years

�

5-10 years

*'

Over 1 1 years

Leadership experience.

According
taken

�

will be

instrumental

in

helpful

creating

a

formal

no

or

training

seminary education,

training

opportunities

in creating

solid

a

education

a new

leadership

in Christian

to

develop

leadership

program has

but little to

no

leadership. Thus,
into

leadership
their

self-leadership.

movement

never

leadership

1 believe that

and also will be

program for the future leaders of CKPC

(see

Figure 4.6).

�

Number
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Figure

4.6.

of leadership education

Experience

Findings Regarding
The first

question

leadership presently
instrument

was

I created

questions.

this research

the

leaders and

The

1 and 2

leadership

was

As I

clergy.

detailed

currently

expected,

Six of the

decisions in

were

lay

this

question,

I conducted

pastor in interviews based

knowledge

in

of church

on

applied

leadership

in the Interview Protocol

question was developed

Questions

answer

a

pre-test

survey

in

examining

the pretest.

as

What is the current attitude and

CKPC?

knowledge under the

attitudes and

and conducted interviews

practical questions

question

one

Church?" A survey

Presbyterian

participants'

in the CKPC. In order to

lay

Question #1

asked, "What attitude and knowledge concerning Christian

analyze

survey with the selected

training.

Research

exist at Cheo-Eum Korean

used to

leadership

current

was

or

questions

that

attempted to

that exists in the

(see Appendix B).

ascertain what kind of

place.

the current

leadership system

was

leaders answered that the pastor

ministry. They were afraid

leadership attittides and knowledge

to

were

dominated and authorized

was

the

key person

by the

who makes

conflict with the pastor. I also found that their

congruent

to

ttaditional Korean views of

leadership.
A

couple

leadership

of questions in the

pre-interview indirectly probed the

attittxde and kinds of behaviors that

interviewees seemed to

prefer to obey

are

acceptable

the pastor because

in

they

a

effective

church

saw

setting. Six

themselves lower than
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In the traditional

clergy.
the

in both

laypeople

Furthermore,

church, they believed that the pastor has complete authority

spirituality
their

and

leadership.

conceptions

of leadership

hierarchical system and Confucian culture. In
as a

distinguished

leader of the church

Testament in terms of unquestionable
sort of Christian hero and as

In the

conservative

No

sense

a

parish

are

par with

approval

interview, the clergy

high priest

a

authority. Thus,

the

or a

pastor

person of undeniable power

located under

over

was

clergy and

are

of a

was

prophet

regarded

in the Old

glamorized as

some

the whole church.

in the CKPC could be classified

of collaboration between the

leader

religious responsibility

adheres to the

restricted from

as a

hierarchy

ministry

clergy and the lay leaders

(38, married), mentioned that obedience

of the

congregation.

higher than congregation who

small group leader
a

group

rooted in

exists

ministry.

Jrmg,

support

a

were

style church organization. Their church system

participation.

much

on

leadership model, leadership

system. The laypeople

within the

a

over

She said,

do not have any

to

clergy was

"Spiritual position
complaint and

(24, unmarried), said, "Lay leadership

is

the

of a pastor is

criticism." Nam,

a

originally designed to

pastor whose authority is given from God." Five of the other interview subjects

shared the sentiments of Jung and Nam. Overall,

acknowledged

the absolute

authority

leaders do not

only

collaborator with

a

with the

fianction

pastor."

as a

of the nine

subjects

of the head pastor.

In contrast, two of the group had

married), partially agreed

seven

a

different

opinion. Shim,

positional leadership

a

parish

leader (44,

of a pastor, but she said that

supporter of church ministry, but also

She also addressed that "Church

growth

are

"Lay

developed

does not make it

as a
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possible

to succeed in

a

pastor-oriented church system." Park S.,

unmarried) said, "Following
mamtain church

our

leadership system.

ministry but lay leaders

ministry to

go the

education leader (24,

pastor is the priority of congregation which needs
Ix must be

engaged

(36, married male), mentioned, "Pastoral leadership is
church

an

need to

give

in the

a

right

key role

God." Pastor

of making

Confucianism. Nevertheless,

creating

a new

some

What

are

the

leadership pattern in
leadership
answers

knowledge
CKPC?

on

of the

the

lay

hierarchy system
leaders and

knowledge

question

to fall in line

and the social traditions of

pastor

a

of church

and attitudes of the

This

question was

were

positively

enabled

me

�

Obedience to Pastor

�

Leadership

Collaboration

leadership.

participants regarding the existing

intended to try to grasp how much the

environment in CKPC has been affected

to the

pastoral

leadership paradigm (see Figure 4.7).

4.7. Current attitudes and

Figure

decision in

right way."

pastor-oriented leadership based

interested in

Youn,

constructive criticism of a church for

Overall, the attitude and knowledge of the church leadership seemed
with

a

to

to measure the

by the selected
changes

in

group members. Their

attitudes, knowledge, and

Youn 86

behaviors from

interviews,

current

I did not

leadership patterns through

eam

enough

information to

the

training

accurately

program. From the

gauge their

leadership

knowledge.
All the

participants identified

that the

priority

commitment and

self-responsibility. Therefore,

be

to

advantageous

change

hi the interview

background

connection with

and motivation that started the
and

leadership

1

(see Appendix F) asked, "What

pastor and

hierarchy system largely dominated

4.8 and

4.9).

The lack of a

leadership knowledge
For

a

leader (38,

parish

able to lead them." Six

following

point,

Jang,

a

general leadership type (see

directly caused to

were

limited their

married),

parish

by the

"I do not want to make

a

leadership

traditional

change

a

role model of the group and then I

(38,

a

but

married

a

is

designed to

woman), said,

follow
"I do

leader should demonstrate

Jung mentioned, "My leadership is
attitude and behavior has been

leadership style."

in my

current

answered "A leader must be

as a

leader

need to follow their leader."

established

asked, "What is your

self-leadership is,

the pastors and elders whose

successfully

their

model

responsibility

would describe what

why others

as

participants highlighted, "lay leadership

initiatives of the church leaders.

to others

leadership

of a group who takes

not know how I

lay participants

and attitude.

leadership style?" Lee,

was

the

was

order. In the church system, obedience to the

Question 2 (see Appendix B), they

representative

seemed to

hierarchy system tremendously influenced

leadership style by positional

Figures

you lead?" All

ministry

their current

a

self-leadership

the attitudes.

questions. Question

answered that authoritarian

of leadership attitude is self-

leadership,

Lee also

agreed with

but rather follow and

aheady
the

obey the
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pastor. This is good leadership which will help
traditional

ministry

lay leaders

two

and

one

pastor pointed

out

is necessary for the future. Questions 14 and 15

collaboration with their pastor in the

"Our church

democratic

relationship

leadership

is too conservative to work

relationship."

Park S. said, "I

through

are

church, but their newer generations
model." As

a

result, I

firmly
are

sharing

me

to

together with

follow his

to

change

church

(see Appendix E) asked about

attempted to develop

with my pastor, but he wanted

because senior leaders of CKPC

that

Survey Questionnaires.

mentioned, "It might be difficult for lay leaders

leadership

to manage my followers

leadership."

However,

leadership

me

Shim answered,

the pastor in

shared

leadership

leadership."

their current

Pastor Youn

leadership

entrenched in the hierarchical structure of the

beginning

can assume

to discuss the drawbacks of the current

that the six

participants

did not

insisted that without doubt, obedience to the pastor and to the senior leaders

have

no

question

inferior and

and

no

incompetent

opinion
to

leadership. Obviously, they believed that

in the matter.

experience

fact, the church leaders still

any measurable transformation in their view of leadership. In

valuable essential factor in proper

a

Lay leadership

was

was

the

looked upon

the

laypeople
as

pastoral leadership.

�

Hierachy System

�

Traditional

�

Leadership Cooperation

leadership

much
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Figure

4.8.

Knowledge

10

of current

leadership.

^

8

6

4

2

0
Self Ci

iment & Sacrifice

��

Obedience to church management

Leadership Sharing

Figure

4.9. Attitudes and

Have

measure

they heard

or

knowledge

participants' existing leadership pattern.

learned about the super

leadership

participants' knowledge of Super leadership

leadership training program.
Interview

Question

Based

on

4

the research

questions, they

was

leadership models. Jang answered,
a

new

attempted to

models before the

(see Appendix B) and

utilized to conduct the process.

seemed to have

no

knowledge

about the

Some of the selected group members misunderstood the concept.

They thought Super leadership

such that

were

model? I

and other

Interview Protocols 3, 4, and 5

(see Appendix F)

Super leadership model.

similar to Charismatic
"I

thought that

the

leadership

meaning

or

of Super

authoritative

leadership

is

leader must lead followers in charismatic power and advanced influence"

When I asked them to

shared

of

leadership

in

a

recognize their general knowledge
very basic way.

of leadership,

they only knew
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4.10.

Figure

Knowledge

of super

leadership

Findings Regarding
The second

place

as a

shared

result of participation in

leadership

based

Cheo-Eum Korean
to

help

question asked,

the

on

a

their

answers

The

via

focused

understand the super

in attitude and

learning

knowledge have

program of leadership

for

leadership

a

taken

training

for

selected group of leaders at

training

program

model and generate

was

designed

leadership

within the group.

knowledge

I collected
pretest in preliminary meetings before orientation.

personal

and group interviews

training leadership program

biblical foundation, and successful
group.

changes

Church?" The four-week

transformation in their attitudes and
I conducted the

Question #2

Research

Super leadership principles

Presbyterian

participants

"What

model.

was

case

based

using Appendixes D, E,

on

and F.

curriculum that utilized literahire,

studies (see

Appendix H)

to educate the

selected

Youn 90

The Effectiveness of the

Leadership Training Program

From the orientation

meeting,

the selected group members

understand the theoretical basis of Christian

overcoming their traditional leadership
According
not consider

church

to answers to

participating

leadership

in the

and

Question

2

which

leadership

struggled

was a

major

to

obstacle to

hierarchy background.
(see Appendix F), half of all participants did

training program because they had no experience

education (see

Figure

4.1

in

1).

Parish

Small

Education

leader

Group

Leaders

Leader

I

Figure

�

Not necessary

�

I want to

4.11. Preference of

Curriculum-Oriented

1

>

participation

Training Program

The curriculum of the

advantages

of the super

in the

training

leadership

training

for Church

course was

well

program.

Leadership Development

designed to highlight the

model for the selected group. Seven of the group

members, after the posttest, responded in the Interview Protocol (see Appendix C) that
the program

was a

good opportunity to

and attitudes and also

provided

a

reconsider their

chance to examine

own

a new

leadership preconceptions

leadership

model.
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Question
you have

1 asked about their "reaction to the

participated." Jang mentioned, "My
other

managing

people

leadership training program

in which

definition of leadership has been from

for the group achievement to

other

leading

people (or individuals)

by themselves."
Shim said, "I

was

encouraged

leader." Park wrote,

"My leadership

manager." Question

7

to

transform

asked,

the

leadership

significantly
the

by

followers who

training

able to be

not

a

a

group

program would be effective

and behaviors?"

on

leadership

were

participants responded that knowledge

super

are

supporting my colleagues,

answered that their views

program. All

altered

aims at

"Do you think that the

attitudes, knowledge,

Eight participants

to empower my

leadership, self-leadership,

transformed

by

of leadership has been

and the other concepts

taught

in

course.

Five

learning

participants agreed that their leadership

fi-om the super

leadership

model. Their

self-commitment and self-sacrifice.

supporting, collaborating, sharing,

attitudes

leadership

were

attitude

modified after
was no

longer to

limit

Rather, they began to illustrate empowering,

and

leading

other

people by the

super

leadership

concept.
In

interviewing the

group, I found that the

effective in

enhancing leadership knowledge

understand

why

relationship

super

leadership

on

leadership knowledge

change

communication
is

now

that enabled the selected group to

is needed after the program.

with followers needs to

attitude will focus

leadership training program was

to

beyond

upgraded to

a

Jung responded, "My

democratic system and

leader's

leadership

position." Lee mentioned, "My

learn about how

a

leader supports

making

a
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leader in

a

horizontal

relationship

and I need to share my

problems with followers." Nam said,
of my

leadership

to share with my

Youn

enhance

CKPC. She

was

allow the

bring

in the successful result

Super leadership

model is valuable

"I will attempt to educate the super

of lay

leadership

somewhat

in my

negative

leadership

model and make it

parish leader's group."

towards

utilizing the Super leadership

model in

mentioned, "Super leadership model might be alternated to traditional

leadership paradigm
to

still anxious to

confliction and

colleague."

convicted,

S.

am

in the group, but I believed that the

knowledge

Jimg.

"I

leadership

new

of CKPC, but I

leadership

disagree

model in

our

with that

today's lay leadership

is difficuh

traditional culture."

Overall, the result of the Self-Assessment ofLeadership Knowledge (see Appendix

G) proved

that their

leadership knowledge was improved
their

first part intended to

measure

designed to

their attitude

measure

after the program session. The

inteUigential improvement and

change.

As

a

result, their grades

developed.

100%

80%

60%

40%

20%

0%
90-100 (A)

70-90 (B)

50-70 (C)

Under 50

the second

were

was

highly
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Figure

4.12. Self-assessment of

leadership knowledge

Findings Regarding
The third

effective in
shared
in

changing

leadership

bringing

biblical

about

on

super

were

leadership

the elements of the

model?" Three elements

participants

subjects

to

training that were

related to the concept and

in this

acknowledge

practice

were

most

of

very effective

leadership training program:

the curriculum-based program, and
the

intelligible posttest.

Research Question #3

knowledge

among the

change

causing

m

"What

attitudes and

based

application,

effective

were

question asked,

as an

studies. These elements

case

the limitations of their

own

leadership.
Biblical

super

application was evidently necessary to

leadership

model and biblical foundation. Theoretical

program enhanced their

knowledge

encouraged to implement changes
First,

a

important to

the

resources

of leadership. Successfiil

in attitudes and

biblical foundation confirmed

directly interrelated with
very

look into the connection with the

why

spiritual leadership

case

of this

studies

was

were

leadership behaviors.

super

leadership

found in

core

Scripture.

values

significant to bring

to

were

The first stage

resolve their indifference towards the whole program.

from the biblical foundation

training

was

Empowerment

light the spiritual motivation in

leadership.
Once

they could

see

the

spiritual

motivation for super

leadership,

be motivated to educate themselves in the concept. In addition, biblical
materials

as

the first level

practical knowledge

(see Appendix H) made

of the entire program.

a

then

they would

leadership

deep impact in theoretical

and
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Interview Protocol Question 5 (see
make it

model

leadership

participants responded

inspired them

take action in

inspired to
Philippians
example

Ch. 3-4

this method

encouraged

twelve

from

disciples

apply the Super leadership

experience.

the current

Questions

an

participants

to

lead other
such

was

hearing

community

Lee

prayer and

surprised

from Jethro

knowledge opened

leadership
said this

was

to

to

reading
see

a

in

follow his

Jesus Christ

Bible that is self-

Moses

immediately

(Exod. 18:17-27).

I will attempt to

their eyes to the drawbacks of their

their first time

hiterview Protocol

the different theoretical

use

learning

introduced to these

being

helped them

Questions

were a new

to examine limitations of

1 and 3

(see Appendix C) asked about the effects of an

Leaders would be able to

very

said, "Church leadership

fiindamental theories

was

and the advancement of super

Knowing

as

people."

academic level. These theories

leadership styles,

2 and 6

knowledge

"Exodus Ch.l8

model to my group like Moses did."

attitude. The

All the

fiindamentals at

after

the theoretical

leadership

the super

the followers of Philippians share in his troubles in Ch.

commented, "I

changed his leadership style

Secondly,

Jang mentioned,

Peter asked the church

spiritual discipline

in God." Nam

leadership

applied to

interview, Park answered, "My role model in leadership is

empowered

begin

that the biblical foundation

Super leadership." Shim said, "Biblical foundation

challenged that

in Ch. 3 and

4." In the group

current

can

to open their minds and made it easier to
compare with

their situation in their actual ministries.

should

"How

change?"

Some of the

who

Appendix B) asked,

(see Appendix B) and

increase in theoretical

leadership application.

leadership

these models to

models

bring

to many benefits.

their

own.

A defined and clear

analyze
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picture

of their

leadership knowledge
described, they

attitude would emerge. Furthermore,

leadership

were

would

provoke thoughts

about

developing

transformation. As I

leadership

not familiar with the definition of the various

theories. However, the theoretical education made it

possible

to

their

leadership

apply these

models and

models and

terms to their current attitudes and behaviors.

Two

major changes appeared

participants
Two of the

leaders witnessed that

leadership styles

change

able to realize the weaknesses of the current

were now

lay

after the program. One

studying the

after

they were

super

successfiil in

leadership

that the

leadership paradigms.

redesigning their own

model. Nam said,

"My friends and

their minds after discussion about

colleagues

in the group

leadership

and then my group and I tried to communicate with

began to change

was

setting

new

a new

team-based

group."
Jang mentioned,
members

were

"I burned out my vocation for my small group because team

depending

on

me, but

Super leadership informed how I make

collaboration with my group members."
Another

change

is that

lay participants reconsidered the relationship

with their

4 asked the
pastor. In the Interview Protocol for Pastor Youn (see Appendix C), Question

after their training. Pastor Youn said,
pastor for his feedback of the lay leader's changes

"Parish leaders asked

me

to

continued to discuss what

know my reflection about the super

we

leadership

that "Communication with the

and

self-leadership

They

learned."

Question 7 asked about the effectiveness of the training program.

leadership

model.

lay leaders

was

in my current

effective in order

ministry."

to

He also answered

implement Super
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In the posttest

about

interview, the participant tried

Super leadership
Jung said,

leadership

"I

am

still

struggling

Lastly,

new

the

case

program because the

with

a

what

parallel relationship

leadership

stated, "My pastor is

need to talk about the

on

they had

a

with pastor, but future

model in the future."

spiritual

mentor and authoritative

leader,

Super leadership

model and what I learned in the

studies

of the most effective methods in the

existing

successful results of super

were one

cases

in secular and Christian

leadership

Above
most

of successful

training

leadership

in Southwest Airlines makes

Employees
not

would be

company

effort to

to

identify what kind

can

be

work in the company because he focuses

"Willow Creek

leadership

of leadership is

relationship"

Community Church

summit

.

.

.

important

has

on

his

people,

employed the

pastor and congregation make
to the world in Christ."

a

good model

how super

for future ministries because the senior pastor focuses

seekers and empowers them to achieve

the

of employees.

happiness

mentioned, 'Nadelmock Church, Seoul, is

applied

were

(see Appendix H). Shim said, "Key leadership

effort to maintain the

model from their

Pastor Youn

leadership

energetic

profit." Jung said,

Super leadership
an

to the group

an

a more

models.

all. Southwest Airlines and Willow Creek Community Church

inspirational examples

that I

organizations displayed the

in real life situations. Most of all,

leadership

so

program."

patterns from the super leadership model indicated how lay leadership became

significant part

learned

in attitude and behavior.

needs to install the

Park Y.

to reflect

ministry collaboration

in

a

horizontal

on
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Summary
Questions
the

participants

1 and 2 dealt with

based

on

effective elements of the
the research

the super

of

Major Findings

changes

in

leadership

model. Research

leadership training program.

questions findings

that

guided

the

The

3 dealt with the

question

following

is the summary of

project:

1. Lack of knowledge and self-mofivation

the

and behaviors of

knowledge, attitudes,

prior to leadership training

obstructed

project.
2.

Changes

participants

occurred in the

in the process. All

attitudes, knowledge, and understanding of all the

participants

said that

they had changed unexpectedly

or

very much.

3. Biblical foundation and

leaders

were

initially encouraged

4. Case studies

select

a

successfiil

are one

case

that

application motivated their changes
from

in

were

The

reading spiritual inspiration.

of the effective elements in the program.

they

leadership.

able to

apply

for their fiiture

They began

leadership.

to
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CHAPTER 5
DISCUSSION

Cheo-Eum Korean
considered church

Presbyterian Church, Bucheon-city, Korea, recently

development

for the future

generations. The

Core

Leadership

Team

(CLT) of CKPC concluded that church development flows from leadership development.
Therefore, the leadership training project
The

leadership training program

leadership principles
leadership
establish

based

the super

model will be able to effect

a new

the selected

veracity and

is

a

four- week

leadership

leadership

saw

leadership change

leadership

transformation and

effectiveness of super
case

leadership through

studies that

sought to

focused

am

on

shared

convicted that the

new

and also encourage followers to

development take place
were

biblical

designed

to

within

teach the

foundation, theoretical

increase students'

knowledge

and

attitudes and behaviors.
Both interviews and self-assessments

were

model. I

group. Curriculum-based programs

education, and successful

change

project

democratic and decentralized system.

Certainly, they

change

on

launched.

was

after the

learning

instrumental in

program.

were

According

promoting change

in

conducted to

to program

measure

leadership

evaluation, three key elements

leadership knowledge, attitudes,

and behaviors

during the program.
Improvement of knowledge and transformation of attitudes and behaviors
measured in the research

super

leadership

findings,

hi

addition,

some

were

participants immediately applied the

model to their situations. Therefore, I concluded that the

leadership
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education

was

leadership

greatly helpful

and consider super

in

identifying

leadership

a

weaknesses of participants' current

model for future

leadership.

Major Findings
The

summarized in

major findings,

Leadership Training Program
Church

leadership

has been

�

"No

Chapter 4,

Knowledge,

changed by

culture's mission and system. However, the
maintained without
this

study were

adhered to
leaders

a

were

change.

The

committed to

clergy-oriented system, typical
often viewed

In order to expose the

as

insignificant

disadvantages

models.

new

They were

example

made

aware

one

of CKPC has been

pastor who participated in

organizations.

of traditional Korean

and

adopted the

the

leadership

leadership.

secondary compared to
leadership,

Their

The

the official

lay
clergy.

leadership training

participants.

I introduced the

participant's

Super leadership model

is

classical

leadership

applicable

to

build

a

for the church to follow.

Interviews after the program

transformation of attihides,

were a

great opportunity

knowledge, and behaviors.

definitely upgraded by the theoretical education.
at

and

groups and

in traditional

that the

Leadership"

leadership pattern

program must attack the narrow-mindedness of the

During the teaching sessions,

No

addressed in this section.

cultural context and has

eight lay members

serving small

are

leadership collaboration

Laypeople

are

not

and

establishing

a

In my

analyze

students'

leadership knowledge

view, church leadership

was

must aim

ftmctional network for effective ministry.

only prospective leaders

fimctional collaborator of clergy. The

Their

to

lay leaders

of church

were

ministry, but they

trained

as

are

also

secondary leaders.

a

The

and activities. However, their
pastor fimctionally dismissed their leadership capacity
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leadership knowledge gives them
and stimulate

self-leaders and

they

were

"Super leadership

able to work

leadership atmosphere

a new

affirm that the church

leadership

Also, lay leaders will be able
wisdom with their pastor.

Spiritual

leader will be effective for church
Church

leadership

building

Scriptural

a

must

are

co-laborers in the

leadership

program, I

theological

biblical

leadership.

inspiration

connection between pastor and

and

lay

development.

recognize

spuitual

leaders

practical

of the

as

into

lay leaders

drawback of the current

on

to communicate

and

their pastors

experience

follow up

can

model turn current

together with

If clergies of CKPC have

ministry."

connect with

to create

pastoral leadership transformation.

Pastor Youn witnessed the

church

opportunity

an

network

that

cooperation with laypeople

beyond

is

significant

the inner circle of the church

super leaders. Jesus, Moses, and Paul

followers into self-leaders and empower them. Jesus

was an

were

to

building.

willing to

make

effective leader who scouted

his followers and shared his life for three years.
The decentralization of Moses'

common

rule

beyond

described

effective

an

the age. Moses selected leaders who feared
Then he

appointed them as

hated dishonest

gain.

fifties, and

in Exodus 1 8. Moses

tens

leadership

was

the

officials

primary

over

leadership

God, honest

men

as a

who

thousands, hundreds,

leader who decentralized his

leadership system.
Paul

was a

leaders for
super leader who educated his

distributed his leaders to work

together

Overall, leadership education
transformation.

Teaching

the super

as

was

ministry. Then

he

his co-leaders.

important to

leadership

model

show the

opened the

necessity of leadership
eyes of the

participants
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to the

possibilities of a better model. The knowledge enabled them

should do in their fields. Their attitude

pastor

to

changes

were

recognize what they

to

initiated from obedience to the

empowerment of self-leadership.

Leadership

Transformation of Attitude and Behavior by

The selected

participants

were

group's

not all

new

knowledge

interested in

Leadership

Education

led to attitude and behavioral

participating

in the

training program

changes.
at

The

the initial

stages. However, the results of the self tests and interviews revealed that their knowledge
grew

immensely

in

understanding the basics

Reflections of all

participants

about this

development.

Some of the selected group

style to

leadership style.

super

Most of the

traditional

participants

leadership

of leadership after the four week session.

realized that super

and tried to

apply

in

a

democratic

a new

empower my students

atmosphere."

were

leadership

to open

Park Y.

by the pastor. Obedience

church. However, students'

sharing

as

a

change

hierarchy

from

for their group. Nam S.

communications with my

said, "My leadership

of power became

key

attitude after the program. Their old attitudes about current

others since

views from

made

leadership style

leadership

was

modified to

beyond positional authority."

Empowerment and distribution

influenced

affirmative in

changed their leadership

witnessed, "Super leadership made it possible

colleagues

project

to the

pastor

leadership style

was

was more

leadership

regarded

as

active and

learning of the Super leadership principles

effective methods to lead followers.

elements in the

that

the

were

leadership

greatly

principal

independent

rule in the

in

leading

emphasize empowering

and
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Spiritual

Motivation of Biblical Foundation and

Application

Biblical models of leadership factors connected with the super

guide understanding theoretical

encouraged

to

the

program

training

was

appropriate

to connect

their educational achievement. Biblical

role model who distributed his

responsibility

responsibility with

common

selected group

vision and

was

spiritual

was

motivation that enhanced

effective to empower their

leadership. Jang mentioned,

to co-leaders. I have

an

a

"Moses is my

heavy burden to

take my

effective leader needs to share power and

followers."

A Church leader is not

for the

leadership

leader, but I realized that

as a

with

was

ways. Biblical foundation of

practical

application

transformation from their current

leadership

and

leadership

but also to work

only to lead people,
in

goal

spiritual

intensively weighted to

moment.

manage

distribute their

Super leadership caused them to

Traditional

a

together with people

leadership

group and achieve

leadership

goal. However,

a

and grow their

of the

people

in

attitude and behavior.

Leadership Training Program

Effective Elements of the

Biblical foundation,
the education and
foundation

from

a

question

of the

perspective

leadership

and

case

studies

were

effective in

Super leadership model. Developing

a

encouraging

biblical

motivation within the leaders.

model and Christian

biblical

Christian

of the

ignited spiritual

The first

leadership

practice

application,

shidy focused

on

the connection between the super

leadership. They began to figure

and then

embraces the

out super

leadership

they realized that the theological foundation

principles

of super

leadership.

of
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According
his

disciples

authority.

Paul and Barnabas

The

applied

leadership

theological foundation,

and shared his mission. The

their missions and

be

the

to

case

equipped

studies

when

facing

were a

leadership

lay

family-sized

leaders in church

motivate their

good opportunity to

horizontal construction

case

discuss how super

studies demonstrated how to

leadership

in

congregation.

Willow Creek

change.

implement

Their greatness hes in

effectively

came

Community Church

Team-based

could

leadership

super

Church, Seoul, Korea, successfully

small groups and their effectiveness

to

empowered

Church decentralized

model. The church aimed at the democratic

and

ministry.

leadership

early

collaborative leaders who shared their

cultural barriers. Nadelmok

relationship between clergy
and

in the

apostles

super leader who

a

their coleaders.

in their situations. The

illustrated the super

ministry

were

Jesus is

ministry

ministry

setting
from

was

team

empowering

greatly inspired

and functional

ministered to the small groups, which

leadership
was a core

to

in
value

of Willow Creek.

Implications
The

changes

methodology

of this

project

of the

contributed to

was

curriculum-based

leadership

theoretical, and practical elements for developing

hitroducing

general

effectively encouraging leadership

of knowledge, attitudes, and behaviors in the selected group. The

Training Program

renovate

Findings

a

current

the

new

leadership

leadership paradigm

model

can

Leadership

education that demonstrated biblical,

an

interactive and

possibly

systematic approach.

influence the

subjects

in the church. Theoretical education

leaders to consider what type of leadership is

applicable

in

practice.

to

encouraged
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Limitations of tiie
The time constraint

participants'

leadership

was one

leadership,

Due to the

study.

much time

was

spent teaching what

is.

enough to discuss
enough

leadership

of the limitations of the

lack of knowledge about

The program needed

not

Study

all the

time to

lay

more

time to

fully

of the

implications

execute the program. Four weeks

course

out all the theoretical and

with the

participants.

practical elements

Two weeks

was

of the super

model and listen to the feedback of the group members. Some of the

participants

asked

me

to continue the

discussion after each class.

The limitation of the age group did not

major purpose

of this

study was

leaders of CKPC did not accept

give

an

opportunity

to overcome the authoritative

or

understand this traditional

time, they had no opportunity to participate in the leadership

Linguistic

and cultural limitations

were

to teen leaders. The

leadership

leadership.

in CKPC. Teen
At the

American context
to translate the

were

also obstacles in

participants

meanings of original words

The imbalanced
of the

difficult for the

project

gender ratio

of the

or

transmitting

to understand.. Two

specific

some

of the

events in

people

an

asked

me

terms.

participants might

difficult. The failure of the

same

program.

concepts of the Super leadership model. A few of the leadership issues and

analysis

not

was

project

make the

subjective

occurred when I did not take

part in the leadership program and participate in the participant's' selection and time
schedule. Instead, the Core
the

Leadership

screening test following the

Team and

Ministry Leadership

limitation of the research.

Team conducted
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Unexpected Observations
One of the
more

unexpected

observations

was

that the married leaders

interested than the unmarried leaders. Reflections of the married
group

interviews

were more

energized. They articulated their

emotional

feelings

feedback about the whole program, and the evolution of the self-test
than with the unmarried

Another

leadership
a

small

were

piece

unexpected

observation

attractive to the

was

participants

of the program. I observed that

spiritual leadership

so

participants

they were

that servant

even

leadership

and servant

were

during the

and

much

they were especially

were

leadership

and

intelligent
higher

at an

materials

were

curious about the

familiar with the sentiments in servant

eager to embrace the theoretical

models

spiritual

though those leadership

concepts. In other words, the super leadership model will need

spiritual

was

35

participants.

foimdations of leadership. The
and

over

perspective

of those

to be connected with the

academic level if the program is to be

upgraded.
Recommendations
The

study of shared leadership based

on

the super

leadership

many benefits for the selected group members. Its main benefit

program

helped the participants perceive leadership

understanding

of positive

leadership knowledge

leadership. Therefore,

and attitude for both the

current

paradigm

leadership styles.

of the church

was an

For

a

couple

authoritarian

a

and the

educational. The

be used to

a

in CKPC.

leadership network

of decades, the current
and

a

deeper

develop

lay ministry team

collaborative

leadership style

provided

way and cultivated

a new

study could

clergy

The program may also be used to create

beyond

the

in

was

model

leadership

clergy-oriented
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ministry system.

Church

growth

benefitted from these systems. Now, however, the

new

generations struggle with the traditional leadership style.
I confirmed that the young

participants

communication with the pastor in the current
group seemed to find

unmarried

a

participants

solution to the

were

concerned about the lack of

leadership. However,

problem beyond

decided to discuss the

problem

current

some

of the selected

leadership.

of current

Some of the

leadership

with their

pastor.
I believed the program should be

Collaboration between the pastors and

applied to

lay

the

clergy

groups

leaders is necessary to

as

well.

overcome

the

leadership

crisis of the Korean church.
The curriculum of the

materials that

leadership

give better opportunities

program contained many

to revitalize current

leadership model and shared leadership pattern

establishing

a

democratic and

The current

knowledge

leadership

leadership

new

CKPC established
essential part of their

project

of CKPC has

is able to

leadership
a

plan

project.

leadership.

from this program

can

Christian
The super

be foundational to

team-building leadership.

of leadership. I found that
skills. The

new

lay

no

leaders desired to

program

for church

was

basis of lay

develop

launched for this

am

in

no

and refine their
reason.

development. Equipping lay leaders

For this reason, I

strengthen the

leadership education which resuhed

was an

convinced that the curriculum of this

leadership development.

Postscript
At the first Christian

something was

leadership

wrong with my

class at

leadership

Asbury Theological Seminary, I realized

ideals because my

leadership basically aimed
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at

how to manage

purpose of the
be

a

servant

a

church in order to induce numerical church

Asbury leadership

leader and

Based

on

my

a

super

fact, the

issue. Authoritarian

proper

The main

They wanted to guide people

leader, which correctly reflected

experience, I believe that

the Korean church leaders. In

leadership

seemed to be different.

growth.

Jesus'

leadership

to

leadership.

education

can

awaken

Korean church has been conflicted about this

leadership

in church has

seriously hindered

church

development.
For this reason, I became

aware

of the need for

Korean church. Most of all, my father is the senior pastor of CKPC. He

crisis of current

leadership

in his church and gave

for the

leadership development

me an

agreed with

opportunity to disciple

the

the

young leaders.
As I

brought

expected,

new

about dramatic transformation of the

behavior. The
share

the introduction of a

changes brought

leadership

burdens to

some

hopefiil

leadership

and

results.

exciting

began

is

a

business

leadership theory,
study

practical commentary

that suggests how church

leadership

based

decentralized context. At the

lay

effective. It
and

They attempted

to

to disclose their

leadership

of the

leadership

but the

biblical foundation. This

the

highly

colleagues and confidantes.

on a

was

was

lay leader's attitude, knowledge,

with their followers, and the leaders

Super leadership
model

model

leaders for the next

same

can

provide

time, church leadership

generation.

spirit

can

was

useful academic and

thrive in

a

democratic and

interested in

equipping
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APPENDIX A

LETTER OF

REQUEST

FOR THE APPROVAL

OF THE LEADERSHIP TRAINING PROGRAM

2012

April,

Rev. Dr. Dae

Young

Youn

Senior Pastor
Choeum Korean

Presbyterian Church
Jungdong Bucheon-City
Gyeonggi-Do, 420-020
South Korea
Dear Rev. Youn,
I

Houngjin,

Youn. I

D. Min Student at

Asbury Theological Seminary in
My dissertation process is dealing with a Leadership
Training Program for shared leadership based on the Super leadership model that
focuses on your church. Due to the research project, I would like to educate four young
lay leaders who are recommended by the core leadership group of your church.
One of the goals of this dissertation is to attempt to launch a leadership training program
for the CKPC and teach Korean Churches to understand the significance of shared
leadership by the Super leadership concept for church ministry.
This project will contribute to understand new leadership models for preparing the
next generation. Their leadership will be able to influence the leadership development of
your church and ministry. For this reason, I sincerely ask you to allow the discussion of
some questions during the session with individual interviews. I need to launch the
leadership program in the beginning of May 2012 in Bucheon-City.
All research data with interviews and responses will not identify any personal
issue but are generalized themes and combined situations regarding the issues of church
leadership. I will retain your privacy related to the research. However, if you do not want
to join with this program for research, I respect your intention.
I fully appreciate your concern about my study. Two samples of the interview
protocols are enclosed. One is for the training programs in which we will communicate
leadership education. The other is for the personal interviews for which I will contact you
individually. If you have any concerns or question regarding the questions, please email
am

am a

the United States of America.

me.

church
In the

Rev.

Again, I thank you for your cooperation.
leadership development will be great.

name

of Christ,

Houngjin,

Youn

The

challenge

for your

leadership

and
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APPENDIX B
INTERVIEW PROTOCOL POSTTEST
FOR THE LEADERSHIP TRAINING TEAMMEMBER

This research is

descriptive study in the experimental mode of leadership with a
leadership training group in the Cho-Eum Korean Presbyterian Church (CKPC). The goal
of this study is designed to determine the level of receptivity to implementing shared
leadership based on Super leadership in the current leadership of CKPC under the
a

influence of the hierarchical Korean culture.

[PreTest]
1

.

Could you describe

Please describe his

leadership style?

or

an

her

effective

leadership
leadership style? Is

If not, could you describe the

leadership style

in your church?

decision has been made in your church recently? How was
your decision significantly affected to the attitudes and knowledge of the leader?

2. Could you describe how

making

characteristic that you have observed?
such a leadership style close to your church

[PreTest

&

a

PostTest]
you famihar with the
Please describe your understanding of it.

3. In terms of knowledge and attitudes

leadership!

are

concept of Super

4. How do you expect the New Leadership Models relate with your current
style in your church? Explain your answer.
5. If you agree that the
leadership style for the

suggestions?

new

leadership

CKPC, how

leadership

program will be relevant to be applied as a current
this method make it change? Do you have any

can
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APPENDIX C
INTERVIEW PROTOCOL FOR PASTORS

This is

a

descriptive study

in the

experimental

mode of leadership with

a

focus group in

Cheo-eum Korean Presbyterian Church (CKPC). The purpose of this study is to explore
the level of receptivity to implementing shared leadership by Super leadership in the

existing leadership

of CKPC under the influence of the hierarchical Korean culture.

1 Describe your reaction to the
.

Leadership Training Program

in which you have

participated.
2.

According

to your

personal experience, please

describe the

existing style

of leadership

in your church.
3.

According

to your

ministry experience, could you describe some cases regarding
lay leaders? What was the end result of the conflict?

conflicts and confusions with the

Personally, do you think that the concept of Super leadership
leadership attitudes and behaviors of lay leaders in CKPC?
4.

disadvantages that we will need to
concept of Super leadership in the CKPC?
5. What

are

6. What

are

the

plans

or

strategies

you

suggest

overcome

to

before

is usefiil to

we can

change

implement the

deal with current limitation in

ministry

leadership?
7. Do you think that the Training Program would be effective to transform attitudes,
knowledge, and behaviors of other pastors and lay leaders?
8. Do you have

anything to

share

regarding the

issue of church

leadership?
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APPENDIX D
INTERVIEW

QUESTIONS

FOR PASTORS

Interview Date:
Interview Place:
Interview Duration:
1 Background Information:
�

1.1 Church Name:
1.2 Church Address:

1.3 Interviewee Name:
1.4 Phone-Email:
2. Questions:

2. 1 Please
and role

briefly describe

as

2.2 Please

the

history

of this church and

explain

in detail your

ministry

the minister of this church.

explain how this church educates
ministry and leadership.

or

disciplines lay leaders

to

take

on

the

effective roles in

2.3 Please describe the

identity and role

of the

lay

leader in

ministry.

2.4 Please

explain how this church has come to give its utmost for preparing lay
leadership as well as its developing process. Why do you think lay leaders need to
equipped?

be

2.5 Through this program of equipping lay leaders into leadership and placing them
ministry, what is the most important lesson that you have learned?

into

2.6 What do you think the pastor's primary concern in the church is? What is the first
priority in your ministry in this church? How do you organize your ministry for each

week?
2.7 What is the role of spiritual

laypeople

about

gifts

in

lay ministry?

Please

explain how you teach

spiritual gifts?

explain what a church must do in order to make a mutual relationship with
their leadership from a traditional church to lay leaders who are actively involved in
ministry. What pitfalls do pastors need to avoid in the transformational process?
2.8 Please

explain the lay ministries in which lay leaders of this church participate? In
kinds of ministries are laypeople able to collaborate with pastors in ministry beyond

2.9 Please
what

positional

difference?
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2.10 Is the church continuing to experience growth? In quality and quantity, what effect
do you think lay leadership training has on the church development? What makes you
think this

way?

2.1 1 How do you define church

leadership?

Please share your

ecclesiology.
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APPENDIX E
SURVEY

QUESTIONNAIRE

FOR ALL PARTICIPANTS

I. Basic Information
1

.

Chiorch Name

2. Gender: Male/Female

3.

Age:

4. Where

I

are

you now in the following stages?
in a discipleship (leadership) training class

1)
2) I am now participating
3) Others
am now

5. How

long
Sa\ior)?

in

have you been

ministry

a

and

Christian

partaking

in

(since the day

continuing

you

education

accepted

Christ

as

your

1) 0-3 months 2) 4-6 months 3) 7-12 months 4) 1-3 years 5) 4-6 years
6) 7-10 years 7) 1 1 years or over 8) I am unsure about my salvation
have you been attending this church?
2) 4-6 months 3) 7-12 months 4) 1-3 years
7-10 years 7) 1 1+ years

6. How

1)
6)

long

0-3 months

5)

4-6 years

Through what or whom, did you come to this church? (Please choose one option).
1) Through small groups such as class meeting
2) Through neighbors, brothers, relatives, or friends
3) Through Internet, Christian TV, or radio that broadcasts the pastor's sermon of this
7.

church

4) Through evangelistic
5) By myself
6) Others

and booklet

week do you attend Christian activities such
discipline program, service projects, etc.?

8. How many times

meeting, training,

tract

a

9. Do you read and meditate
1) Yes 2) No

on

God's words every

as

worship,

prayer

day?

for meals)?
long do you pray every day on regular basis (not including praying
less
or
hours
1-2
minutes
31-60
4)
1) Never 2) 1-30 minutes 3)
or less 6) 3-4 hours or less 7) 4 hours or more
hours
2-3
5)
10. How

11 1
.

am now

process

or

being changed

or

have been

changed through

disciple-making process in this church.
Disagree 2) Disagree 3) Neutral 4) Agree

1) Strongly

the

leadership-making

5) Strongly Agree
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12. Have you
1) Yes 2) No
13. If you

are

ever

not

collaborated with your

collaborating

pastor?

with your pastor, what is the reason?

(Please choose

one

option).
1) Not interested
2) An unusual manner for pastor
3) Doubtful for success in the relationship
4) Problems in current leadership
5) Others
14. If you are currently not sharing in your
with your pastor in the fiiture?
1) Yes 2) No

ministry,

do you want to share your

15. If you

list what

leadership

are

sharing
important?
are

your

ministry, please

attitudes and

16. What do you think is your current leadership type? (Please choose
1)1 believe that lay leaders must obey church and pastor

2) My leadership is under my pastor.
3) I seem to be isolated in my ministry.
4) I am willing to share my leadership.
5) I am satisfied to maintain the hierarchical leadership pattern.
6) Other

n.

1

.

Probing Questions

What is your

major leadership style

2.

How do you manage your

3.

Does your group

4.

Have you considered

5.

What elements do you

you concerned?

group?

satisfy your leadership style?
disadvantages of your

develop

in your

own

leadership?

leadership

and followers?

one

leadership

knowledge

option)
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APPENDIX F
INTERVIEW

QUESTIONS

FOR LEADERSHIP TRAINING PROGRAM MEMBERS

1

.

Please

explain

the

background

2. Have you been considered to

or

the motivation that started the

participate

in the

ministry

you lead.

Leadership Training Program

in your

church?

3. Please share

4. Have you

one

ever

reward that you have

experienced

any

experienced through

your

Leadership Training Program

ministry.

offered

by

the church?
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APPENDIX G

SELF-ASSESSMENT OF LEADERSHIP KNOWLEDGE
POSTTEST OF ALL THE PARTICIPANTS

Participant's

Name:

1. Choose the

right

answer

and fill up blanks among the

Self-Leadership
Super Leadership
Servant Leadership

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

f

answers

are

"Setting Super leadership
why

needed for

and indicate

b.

Democratic system
Centralized construction

c.

Team-based

d.

Charismatic leader

e.

Purpose-driven leadership

a.

f
g.

Authoritative

Leadership
Leadership
Leadership

Transactional
Shared

[ ] model is one who leads others to lead themselves through designing and
implementing the system that allows and teaches employees to be self-leaders.
[ ] is being used when a leader who dictates policies and procedures, decides what
goals are to be achieved, and directs and controls all activities without any
meaningful participation by the subordinates.
[ ] is a style of leadership in which the leader promotes compliance of his followers
through both rewards and punishments.
[ ] is broadly distributed among a set of individuals instead of centralized in the
hands of a single individual who acts in the role of a superior.
[ ] has been more broadly defined as "the process" of influencing oneself to establish
the self-direction and self-motivation needed to perform.
[ ] achieve results for their organizations by giving priority attention to the needs of
their colleagues and those they serve.

2. What factors
your

questions.

model" in your church? Choose

organization

Hierarchy system
Traditional leadership

3. Describe "What is the definition of Leadership?" based
own words. [1 thru 5 point]

on

what you learned in your
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4. Would you have new
can. [1 thru 5
point]

changes

about your

own

leadership?

Please describe it

as

[

you

]

QUESTIONNAIRES DESIGNED

The

BY CASE STUDY

LIQ Self-Assessment presents possible solutions to specific scenarios. Read each
and, right on the assessment itself, circle one of the three choices offered.

scenario

1

.

You

are

the leader of the

parish leadership

team in your

church, and

you have decided

work with Park, one of the leader's team members. He tended to be not
collaborative with the other leaders. His parish group is continuously decreased when

to not

you hear from his group. You have attempted to make him do the
not follow you. Finally, you call him to discuss his work.
a.

b.

"Park, I and

2.

You've

c.

our

over

recently been promoted to be the head education team director in CKPC.
Song was experienced for twenty years as a Sunday school teacher and he did not
come up with your social networking based system in the department. You decide
him tum his performance
you need to find some way to reengage him and help
after
some
and
to
lunch
him
invite
around. You
polite small talk you say:
makes
your leadership capacity proficient. But,
"Song, you have a good job which
think you seem to be little tired regarding our new system. How do you feel about
and your relationship with other
your leadership, your teaching performance,

I

colleagues?"
"Song, I think

that you are the best leader of our department. But, you need to work
harder than before. Can I talk with you about what is wrong with you?"
with the recent
"Song, you deserve your leadership value. But now, you are bored
I'm
concerned
when I
with
honest
you.
system of the department. I need to be very
it is time to leave the
see someone's leadership decline so sharply. Perhaps

department."
3.

I

the past several months I think I've been pretty fair with you. I've tried to
help you improve and become a team player, but you would not try it. No one in your
team really reacts well to you, and I just do not think you're going to cut it as a group
leader in the church."

"Park,

b.

He does

colleagues have made a decision that we do not work with yoti. I
advise that you prefer to find another way to serve for the church."
"Park, our leadership group began to discuss your current leadership. For a while,
your leadership was not enough to show something to develop your group members.
feel that we had agreed upon attainable goals and they haven't been reached in a
timely fashion."

c.

a.

right thing.

the senior pastor of CKPC and you are looking for a new co-pastor. Your
first interviewee has managed different kinds for more than five years. When you sit

You

are
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a.

down to interview her, the first thing you say (after she hands you her resume and you
engage in some obligatory small talk) is:
"Walk me through your resume. Tell me about your specific responsibilities and
duties

at

b.

"Why

do not

c.

bit about your first-ever ministry experience."
"Before we walk through your qualifications, do you have any
position you're interviewing for?'

4.

each of your past

b.

just put

positions."

your

resume

aside for

a

few minutes and you

can

questions

tell

me a

about the

One of your team members, Kim, comes to you to complain about a co-member. Nam.
After he finishes his complaint, however, he asks you not to mention it or do anything
about it. You

a.

we

respond:

"Kim, if you have a problem with Nam that could possibly affect our local mission,
then you've put me in an awkward spot by asking me to not do anything."
"Kim, if that's how you want it, fine. I won't do anything, but neither will I hold this

against Nam."
c.

"Kim, if you have this problem with Nam, I'm afraid I'm going to have to bring you
together to discuss it. I can't have two of my spiritual brotherhood running away

both

fi-om each other."
5.

a.

b.
c.

6.

a.

bring two or more lay leaders together to discuss a conflict and you are unable
to help them reach a consensus initially, the best course of action would be to:
Adjourn the meeting for a day or so.
Keep the meeting in session until a consensus is reached
Adjourn the meeting and decide on a course of action yourself
If you

When you bring two or more pastors together to discuss a conflict, it is most effective
for you to fimction in the following role:
Control the discussion and draw very specific bits of information from each

participant.
b.
c.

Remain hands off�just make sure that the meeting doesn't get too far out of hand.
questions and draw information from each participant, but let them have some

Ask

free-flowing discussion between themselves.
conducting an initial interview for training a lay leader,
following amount of time listening versus talking:
spend
More time talking than listening.
a.
b. More time listening than talking.
The same amount of time listening and talking.
c.
7.

When

the

it is time for you to
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APPENDIX H
THE LEADERSHIP TRAINING PROGRAM CURRICULUM
OF CHOEUM KOREAN PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH

Week I
Aim
To understand Korean traditional

leadership style

To learn four types of leadership

Thought questions
1

.

Why mcorporate

some

traditional

leadership

into Korean

leadership?

2. What

are

the characteristics of traditional

3. What

are

the functions of each of the different types of leadership?

Text in

Scripture

leadership?

Matt. 20:20-28

Reference

Keum, Jang

Tae. Hankook

Yookyo Chaejomyong

Wren, J. Thomas. Leader's Companion

Traditional
Pastors need to know

are a

very

examining

religious people
Korea's

something

and

Leadership

in Korea

about the Korean

religion has played

an

religious background, participants

and roles of leadership in Korea.

religious background.

essential role in its

can

Koreans

history. By

discover the traditional forms
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Shamanism
The concept of the divine

animism, pantheism,

and

polytheism.

order of authority among

Shamanism's

on

boast of many

religions

gods,

not

does

survive

one

through

any

find formal

organized institution,

training institutions

informal socialization. However, this

of Shamanism have

prophet,

power of charismatic

a

and

a

destiny, good fortune,

leader in Korean

one

and the status quo.

reduced in numbers, but many

people

authority,

good

in Korea

religious

of the two foundations of

and

they have

society. They have special

individual peace, and

as a

tradition exerts such great power in the

religious

strengthens dependence, fatalism, conservatism,

a

strict

depends primarily

Korean culture. Shamanism does not motivate its adherents to educate

pnest,

no

but flows

for the

fmd any textbook for Shamanism. Transmission

one

formation of personality that the sect is assumed to be

it

with

gods.

form of culture. Neither does
nor

These

Leadership

Shamanism does

leaders,

in Shamanism tends to be similar to that in

being

health.

are

Today

in

still influenced

themselves; rather,

Usually the

leaders

the function of a

rituals for

good

Korea, Shamanism is

by

its

philosophy.

Buddhism

Buddhism

came

to Korea

from China in the fifth century and

transformed its characteristics. Buddhism

theories, but in Korea it emphasizes
is to create

an

enlightened man

a

emphasizes

realistic

in this world.

theory

ultimately

the next world and

philosophical

mixed with Shamanism. Its purpose
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Buddhism's Leadership

Recitation, prayer, meditation, and
Buddhism. Buddhist leaders who live in
of Buddha and his

teachings
pray

regularly

hours. When

Buddha,

a

in the

person

relational fact;

so

a

ascetic life have become the features of

temples spend

disciples. Laypeople

early morning

they become

an

most of their time

follow this model to

in front of the Buddha

Buddha, they

can

have

image

leadership,

reciting

some

the

extent.

for several consecutive

because

people

follow

who, in their minds, realized these truths in his life. Leadership is

they just try to

They

not

a

realize truths in life.
Confucianism

Confiicianism has ruled Korea for

ideology

and

as a

five centuries both

approximately

social order. Thus the tradition has become

one

of two

as a

political

religions that

have exerted tremendous influence in the formation of national culture and individual

personality.
influence

Confiicianism

on

seems

to

the mode of thinking,

be

strong religious tradition in Korea and has great

a

in Korea

attitude, and lifestyle

even

today.

Confucianism's Basic Beliefs
Korean Confiicianism tends to be

ancestral

worship.

interested in the

him about

serving spirits,

their

life, how

relationships

he

spirits?" Again

can

among

answered, "If you

he

responded

people.
are

king, father,

spouse,

When

one

of his

disciples

not able to serve men, how

beings

rather than individuals. Confucianism's five great
a

rituals, including

asked

can

you

when asked about death, "If you do not know

you know about death?" Human

relate himself to

in its various

Confiicius himself was not much concerned with the issue of God. He

was more

serve

religious

more

are

understood

teachings

brother, and friend.

are

as

social

beings

that any person must
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Confucianism's Leadership
In

Confucianism has

leadership,

1 ) Concern with human

2) Universe is
3) Man is
For

a

relationships

2)

Filial

time in

history,

heart

�

piety

�

3) Courtesy

�

They believe
society.
and in

Men

are

society.

serves

worships

that

men

educated

in the culture

of

are

his

king

and nation.

their ancestors.

and women, adults and children take different

more

highly in their society
deep

roots

in Korean

were

men

positions

and become leaders in the

society.

In the

beginning,

People acting in

and

in Korean

and women, because their social

this way

people

are

in

higher positions,

following

a

crucial

which is

teaching of

Confucianism. Most Koreans embrace the concept that church leaders and pastors

higher than themselves. They respect

in

family

different.

usually respect their elders,

natural for Koreans.

by this philosophy

perfect virtue.

This custom has

Koreans

morality.

Koreans have been educated

churches, leaders introduced separate seating for

positions

are

part of man's being.

a

Confiicianism. And the basic truths

1) Faithful

and

These

part of the universe

a

long

special factors.

are

leaders and follow their direction in their lives.
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Four

Types

of Leaders

Most

leadership perspectives

leader leads

(influences)

of influence

was

indeed

passed

Participants

and followers follow (are

emerged.

over a new

In the

primary types

settings,

the

visionary hero,

can

be

even

This leader-centric view

emphasis

challenge
in

a

place

a

whole

of influence has

new

for

males), although

expertise

in the leader's

for

commanded, inevitably

his

position

knowing

some

guilty party.
in the

repertoire.

the strong man, the transactor,

not as

today

on

in many

highly regarded

the

strength

as

it

significant

The focus is

organization.

strong direction. Subordinates

on

He is the

entirely

in the leader.

seemingly superior strength, skill,
performed

form of punishment will be delivered

the leader whose power stems

primary

source

as

by the

primarily

of wisdom and direction

simply comply.

The second view of leadership is that of a

is still

once was.

what should be done rests almost

on some

of the leader.

organizations (and

and courage, delivers firm commands to the workers. If the job is not

the

light.

the earliest dominant form in

with this autocratic view is

The leader sizes up the situation and, based

to

many limitations

centuries. Each of the types discussed

perhaps

The strong-man view of leadership still exists

leader

of influence. The

and the super leader.

Korean culture. The

The

the

distinguished:

The strong-man view of leadership is

widely reserved

source

especially recenfly,

leadership

and each still has

Four different types of leader

only

of influence that have deflned most

for several decades, and

is alive and well in many

the

influenced).

twenty-first century

threshold that views

trace some of the

leadership practices

as

for hundreds of years but,

adequate

of this view have

view the leader

transactor.

from

�
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With the transactor type of leader, the focus is
power stems from the

ability

thinks should be done. The

Subordinates will tend
asks

long

as

to

take

a

motivating

calculative view of their work. "I will do what he (or

absorbing

somehow able to create
With the
is based

on

visionary hero,

to

on

the leader's

larger than

the focus is

a

popular view today,

ability to

create

kind of heroic

source

highly

figure

that is

life vision for the workforce to follow.

on

the leader's

vision, and the leader's

the followers' desire to relate to the vision and to the leader. Once

leader represents the

expected

Here the focus is

almost

the most

probably represents

visions. The leader represents

an

she)

keep coming."

visionary hero.

and

and rewards; the leader's

of wisdom and direction still rests with the leader.

The next type of leader, which

is that of the

goals

provide rewards for followers doing what the leader

source

the rewards

as

to

on

of wisdom and direction. Followers, at least in

power

again, the

theory,

are

commit to the vision and the leader.

The fmal view of leadership represents the focus of this lesson
The word super is not used to create

an

image

of a

�

the super leader.

larger-than-life figure

that has all the

answers

and is able to bend others' wills. On the contrary, with this type of leader, the

focus is

largely

strength

and wisdom of many persons

on

the followers. Leaders become super

followers (self-leaders)

more

to

view is

leadership

evenly shared by leaders

that of helping followers to

leadership,

^by helping

to

is, they

can

possess the

unleash the abilities of the

that surround them.

The focus of this
Power is

�

^that

�

develop

be able to contribute

on

the followers who become self-leaders.

and followers. The leader's task becomes

the necessary skills for work,

more

folly to

the

especially

largely

self-

organization. Thus, leaders

and
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subordinates (that

are

becoming strong self-leaders) together represent the

wisdom and direction. Followers

ownership

of their work.

(self-leaders),

in turn,

experience

source

of

commitment and
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Week 2
Aim
To

study literature

and biblical foundation and discuss

practical application

for

an

effective super leader
To understand

modeling

self-leader to subordinate

Thought questions
1 What is your

understanding

2. How will the

Super leadership

.

3. How does

a

follower grow

about

a

Super leadership?

model be

applied

self-leader in

in the current

leadership?

Super leadership concept?

Text

Philippians

3:17 & 4:10-13

Manz, Charles C, and Henry P. Sims, Jr. The New Super leadership

Neck, Christopher P., and Charles C.

Malphurs, Aubrey,

Before

themselves.
awareness

down

learning

relationship.

Building Leaders

Becoming

Leader

how to lead

is

a

a

must first learn how to lead

leadership

model that focuses

of a leader. Traditional

in which followers

are

the first step to

leadership

on

self-

has maintained top-

not able to use their abilities in a mutual

Their leaders do not attempt to

Consequently,

Super

others, leaders

futuristic

self-empowerment

organization

Mastering Self-Leadership

and Will Mancini.

Super leadership

and

Manz.

adopt

becoming

a

new

situations in

epochal change.

super leader is to become

self-leader. Christians often misunderstand that Biblical leaders

must be

an

effective

characterised

as
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hierarchical leaders who take control of their followers. However, Biblical leaders

basically very innovative

relationship
leadership

was a

was

organization

and collaborative system. Moses

was a

leadership

was

basically

leadership

mentor

successful in

fulfilled with

system. Jesus

was a

idealized to work

missional

to

be effective in

was

along

with his

to share

changed

role model of Christian

who communicated and

building up

seems

disciples

authority

His

in his mission. Paul

equipped his colleagues.

networking. Of course,

a new

his

leadership.

His

leadership

the biblical leaders

were

self-leadership.

The process of self-leadership consists of an array of behavioral and

strategies.

mutual

a

great leader who employed

system from Jethro. His solitary leadership

for efficient

leadership

leaders whose

were

The first focuses

mainly

strategies; the second focuses

on

on

effective behavior and action

effective

thinking

and

feeling

�

strategies. A summary of these strategies is provided in Figure 1

.

�

cognitive

behavioral focused

cognitive focused
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Figure

1

.

Self-Leadership Strategies

Behavior-Focused

strategies
observing and gathering information about specific
behaviors that you have targeted for change
Self-Set Goals setting goals for your own work efforts
Management of Cues arranging and altering cues in the work environment
to facilitate your desired personal behaviors
Rehearsal physical or mental practice of work activities before you actually
perform them
Self-Reward providing yourself with personally valued rewards for
completing desirable behaviors
Self-Punishment/Criticism administering punishments to yourself for
behaving in imdesirable ways

Self-Obser\ ation

�

�

�

�

�

�

Cognitive-Focused Strategies
Building Natural Rewards into

of where and how you
do your work to increase the level of natural rewards in your job. Natural rewards
that are part of rather than separate from the work {i.e., the work, like a hobby,
becomes the

reward)

a sense
a sense

of self-control

a sense

of purpose
on

self-redesign

�

result from activities that

of competence

Focusing Thinking
on

Tasks

Natural Rewards

cause

you to feel:

purposely focusing

�

the naturally rewarding features of your work
Establishment ofEffective Thought Patterns

�

establishing

your

thinking

constructive and

effective habits or patterns in your thinking (e.g. a tendency to search for
opportunities rather than obstacles embedded in challenges) by managing your:
,

beliefs and

assumptions

mental imagery
internal self-talk
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Behavioral Focused Strategies
These
their

own

actions

self-leadership

work lives

more

observation, self-reward,

effectively. Specifically,

constructive

individuals

designed to help

are

these

self-punishment

and direct

organize

include self-

strategies

self-criticism, and rehearsal.

or

Modeling Self-Leadership
Once

subordinate
others

can

self-leadership

that is,

employees;

can

behaviors. The main

use

point

especially self-leadership,
well-organized,

step is

to

behaviors

leadership example
The second

is to establish
is that

an

without

and

are

that

use

demonstrate these skills to

serve as a

model from which

received

Sometimes
of Jimmy Carter

as

a

a

to

hammer and nails? The

self-leadership

sight

can

�

learn

day-to day basis

on a

specifically self-leadership

an

entirely

new

behavior,

the behavior. Executives

who,

special responsibility to

subordinate

employees

in tum,

serve as

are

behaviors

can

self-

self-starters

to emulate.

be enhanced

through

leamed self-

observation of

for desired behaviors.

went about

can

be

building

inspiring.

low-cost

of a former U.S. President

behavior had

are

the kind of self-

strengthening the probabihty of previously

by others

humbly

behaviors

have subordinates

model of self-leadership

he

self-leadership

actually performing

leadership behaviors. Self-leadership

positive rewards

new

employee

likely

they wish

involves

subordinate

develop

Executives have

well-organized.

minor

next

self-leadership

be used to

in two ways. The first

and

mastered, the

learn.

Modeling

starters,

is

more

influence than

Who

can

forget the image

housing with

actually engaging
anything he

his
in

own

a

relatively

could have said.
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Carter

seems to

President.

be

garnering

more

admiration

as a

former President than he

acquired

as a
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Week 3

Aim
To

gain

an

understanding

church leader
To discuss

can

make

applications

a

of the

importance

team-oriented

of shared

of shared

leadership

and to learn how

a

organization.

leadership

in

practical ministry

Thought questions
1 What is the

theory of the

.

2. How to

change

3. What is the

a

current

leadership

shared

leadership

hierarchy

model?

and traditional

benefit in shared

leadership

to

shared

leadership?

leadership?

Text

Philippians 3:14;

Hebrews 12:1, 2; John 6:26,

27; Proverbs 29:18; Isaiah 51:2; Numbers

13-14

Pearce, Craig L., and Jay

ofLeadership

A.

Conger.

Shared Leadership:

Reframing

the Hows and

Whys

.

Bama, George. The Power of Vision

Maxwell, John C. Developing the Leader within

Understanding
Pearce and

You

Shared

Leadership

Conger share:

as a dynamic, interactive influence process among
in
individuals
groups for which the objective is to lead one another to the
achievement of group or organizational goals or both. This influence
often involves peer, or lateral, influence and at other times

Shared

leadership

process
involves

upward

or

downward hierarchical influence. (1 )
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Shared

Leadership

Constructive thought patterns

are an

important

oriented

leadership.

A leader's role is to make

building

is based

shared

followers in

on

making

a

team.

leadership.

in Team

an

Building

element in successfiil team-

effective team with followers. Team

The leader shares many

Therefore, the

current

opportunities

hierarchy system

with

is able to rethink

a

team-oriented system.
Most of all,

followers. Mutual

a

leader's attitude, behavior, and mindset must be shared with

relationship

is very

important

to

rebuild traditional

leadership

hegemony.
Sometimes, but especially in the early stages of team building, people do

adequate

natural habits of constructive

fears

general

�

a

critical: their

own

comments must

ability to

encouragement

serve as a

doubts and

leadership

are

temporary surrogate for the follower's

are

extend his

or

team-building by carefully expressing
her present level of competence.

necessary. In many ways, this

of guided-participation in which shared

participate.

They have

thought patterns.

The shared leader creates
follower's

about themselves.

lack of confidence. At this stage, the actions of shared

positive

constructive

thinking

not have

expression

leadership

confidence in the

Support

and

of confidence is the

essence

encourages individual members to
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Week 4 Case

Study

of

Super leadership

Model

Aim
To

study

successful

cases

To understand biblical
To discuss

of Super

cases

in

leadership

models

Super leadership

leadership transformation through

models

new

effective

leadership

models

Thought Questions
1 How do the
.

new

leadership

models

change

2. What factors contribute to followers
3. What biblical

examples

of leaders

being

are

their current
transformed

applied

for the

leadership?
by the models?

leadership

models?

Text
Isaiah 37:1-20; Exodus 18. Joshua 1:1-9

Pearce, Craig L. and Jay A.Conger. Shared Leadership: Reframing the Hows and

Whys ofLeadership.
Manz, Charles C, and Henry P. Sims, Jr. New Super leadership
Case

Study

Southwest Airlines Co.
Red Mountam Retail
The

leadership

team

Herman Miller Inc.

Group (Founder and

CEO Michael

of Procter and Gamble Co.

(CEO

A.G.

(Max DuPree)

Southland Christian Church, Lexington, KY
Willow Creek

Community Church

Vision Korean

Immigrant Presbyterian Church, Georgia

Nadelmok Church, Seoul, Korea

Mugel)
Laffley)
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